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INTRODUCTION 



Karaka theory, first formulated by Pa!"lini in his A~fiidhyayl is 

recognised by modern linguistics and modern philosophy including 

western philosophy as an explanatory construct that can sufficiently 

account for not only the semantic controls of linguistic behviour but also 

for the abstract structure of human thought. The Karaka theory of 

Astiidhyayi has been expounded and commented upon by major .. 
grammarians in different linguistics periods. Patarfjali's Mahabhasya (2"d 

century B.C), Bhartrhari's Viikyapad(va (5 111 Century A. D.) and Bha~~oji 

Diksita's Siddhanta Kaumudi (t11 Century A.D) are important landmarks in 

this tradition. However, there has been a continuous elaboration of all 

refinement of the Koraka theory. 

The Karakas are recgnised by most scholars as basic semantic 

notions which are essential for sentence construction. Because in the 

tradition of the grammarians a sentence is a basic cognitive unit. Panini's 

Karaka theory IS essentially a semantico-syntactic relation. In the 

tradition, Kifraka is defined by different grammarians considering the 

noun-verb relations. In Mahabhiisya, Patari]ali defines Karaka in relation 

to the Kriya or action. Again, commenting on the siitra 'Karake' (P. 

1.4.23) S.C.Vasu opines 'anything that helps towards the accomplishment 
.· 

of an action is Karaka. Bhartrhari in his Vakyapadiya discusses the Karaka 
• 

theory displaying the power or Sakti of objects which can participate in an 

action represented by the sentence. 

All semantic models share the concept of verb centrality. With the 

verb as nucleus, it is possible to specify the close relationship between the 

sentence patterns and particular classes of verbs. Such type of sentences are 

represented in propositions which defines the number of nominal 

expressions that co-occur with the verb and the nature of the relationship 

they bear to the verb. 



It is well known that Chafe's generative semantics, Fillmore's Case 

Grammar. the Relational Grammar and the European Valence grammar are 

the chief models that concern themselves with the noun-verb relations. But, 

they do not agree on the number and nature of relations required to specify 

the propositional structures of languages. 

Kilraka theory constitutes linguistic universals and represents 

conceptual universals very closely. It shows how human knowledge about 

the world at large is organised in terms of some fundamental relations. 

Such type of relations are represented in the nominal and verbal 

configuration of any propositional structure. Moreover, it reveals the 

internal logic by which people order their thoughts. As a whole, PaQini's 
.. ' 

Karaka theory is an appropriate theory for a semantic model based on 

noun-verb relations, appropriate because this theory treats all nominals as 

means for accomplishing events. So, on the basis of the above model, we 

have investigated the nature of propositional structure of language through 

an intensive analysis of Oriya, an Indo-Aryan language of the North-East 

oflndia. 

In the tradition, Kiiraka is analysed by different grammanans 

considering the semantico syntactic relations of language. An in depth the 
.~ 

study of Kiiraka relations in proopsitional structure has been made by Prof. 

Kapil Kapoor, ( 1985) in his 'Semantic structure and the verb' with 

reference to Panjabi language. So, the semantic model adopted by him is 

considered as the model for the present analysis of Oriya verb. 

Karaka theory has been analysed and interpreted by the 

grammarians~like Patan]ali, Bhartrhari, Bhartoji Diksita, Nagesa Bha!!a and 

others. The present study deals with the source of the theory, A~fadhyiiyi. 

nut, the semantic model, evolved in the philosophy of language is applied 

on Bhartrhari's Siidhana section of V5kyapadiya, Kanda third. In the case . . . 
2 



of Oriya analysis, since I am a native speaker of Oriya, I have used the 120 

base verbs and other sentences. 

Besides the introduction and conclusion, the present work has been 

structured in chapters. The first chapter deals with an extensive analysis, 

raising different issues i.e., philosophical, grammarian. naiyayika. 

morphological, morphophonemic, syntactic and semantics of Karaka 

theory. Firstly, how KCiraka is defined, by philosophers, grammarians 

naiyayikas and what is the nature of Karakas from their point of view? 

Secondly, how all linguistics aspects, I.e., morphological, 

morphophonemic, syntactic and semantics are reflected in the · Karaka 

theory? 

In the second chapter, we discuss the following Issues of 

semantically based grammars: 

1 . What is the nature of underlying propositional structure? 

2. What is the status of the verb in relation to the propositional structure? 

3. What canonical notion of obligatory is involved in deciding the number 

of elements in the propositional structure? 

Based on the above issues, the discussion revolves round a search 

for criteria and ends with the analysis of 120 Oriya verbs that we have 

· chosen as a representative sample of our work. The presence of the number 

with the verb or without the verb marks the serial number of our list. 

In the third chapter, the other aspect of propositional structure, i.e., 

the nature of relations is discussed. The basic issues discussed in the 

chapter are: 

3 



I. What is the list of and what is the nature of relations expressed in the 

propositional structure? 

2. How do these relations combine to form propositional types? 

Here. we pick up the threads of Indian Grammatical Tradition and 

take as our theoretical basis. the six Karaka relations of Pa~Jini. At the end 

of the chapter, we have specified the propositional structure of 120 Oriya 

n:rbs. 

4 



Chapter- I 
KARAKA ANALYSIS 





Introduction 

The Karaka is introduced in Panini's AstadhyayT as Klirake 1 It is . . . 
read as an adhikara siitra 'head rule'. The word Karaka is derived from the 

verbal root ~ kr 'to do' in the following derivational processes. There are 
• 

two meanings2 of the verb ~kr : one is in taniidiga!1a - no 1473 and the 

other is in sviidigana section -no 1254 of the dhatupatha . . . 
One meaning is 

dukrii karane3 . 
dukrn karane karotz!kurute. 

~ 
Root 

+. 
Meaning ·+ Form 

In Pa~igian grammar, three rules are applied for the etymological 

meaning of the verb ~kr. 

4 

(i) adirnitudavah4 . . 
'The initial ni tu, and du are it'. . . 
(ii) tasya lopah5 

'The terms which are included in the word it, wil be elision'. 

(iii) halantyam (upadese it)6 

'In upadefe, the final consonants of roots and c is it'. 

P.1.4.23. 

J .L. Shastri, "dhatupathah", Motilal Banarsidass, 1984, p.32 and 38. . . . 
Ibid., p.38 

P.J.3.5. 

P.1.3.9. 

P.1.3.3. 

5 



duknJ:-------- root . 

1 
• 

1 
kr --------- karane 'to do' 

I 

The other meaning of the root~ kr is . 
krus hisayam 

Rott Melng 

krunoti9 

Fj 

7 ---------- du deleted 

----------- s deleted
8 

Here, only one siifl·a is applied to get the meaning of the root ~ kr 

krus 

1-------· s-deleted 
10 

kru 'to do'. 

nvultrcau 11 

• 

'The affixes nvul (ak) and Ire (tr) , are placed after all verbal roots, 

expressing the agent'. 

9 

10 

II 

P.l.3.5. 

P.l.3.3. 

J.L. Shastri op.cit. P. 32. 

P.l3.3. 

P.3.1.133. 

6 



But Panini states: . 
Yiiboraniikau 14 

kr + nvul 

• j -----------,- n- delted 12 

kr + vul 

• j ------------- I- deleted 1l 

kr+ vu 

'For yii and vz7 (nasalised) in an affix, are substituated respectively for an 

and ak.' 

kr+ak 

B t -..J 0 ./5 d t u aco nnztz eno es: 

'Before the affixes, having an indicatory ii or n, vrddhi is substituted for - . 
the end vowel of a stem'. 

'The sz71ra urct!1 1]Jarah 16 states that when a letter of a pratyiihiira comes 

as a substitute for it, is always followed by a r'. 

So r becomes ar. 

12 P.1.3.7. 
13 P.1.3.3. 
14 P.7.1.1. 
15 P.7.2.1 15. 
16 P.I.I.Sl. 

k + ar + ak 

kar + ak 

kiiraka 

7 



What is karaka? 

Since PaiJini, other grammarians and philosophers like Pataffjali, 

Bhartrhari, Nagesa etc. have interpreted the Karaka in their own ways 
• 

following the siitra Kiirake. Patanjali, the great commentator (in 2nd 

Ccntury.B.C.) has clarified Kiiraka as 

karofiti karakam, samanyabhiita kriya bartate, tasya nirbtaraka kZlrakam.
17 

It is the bha~ya of Pat;ini which means, 'who helps for the accomplishment of 

the action is K?Jraka'. 

As, 

sah grham gachati 
• 

'He goes to home' 

Here, both sah 'he' and grha 'home' as karta and karma 

respectively, help for the accomplishment of the action ~gam 'to go'. 

Patanjali in other instance states: 

drabhyam kriyobhinibti pratim sadhana bhabamupaiti. 18 

'That which is the means (Siidhana) for the accomplishment of the action is 

Kcu·aka'. 

Bhartrhari (5th Century A.D.), the representative philosopher of the 

Vaiyiikarana school, states: 

. kriyanabhini~patau siimarthyam sadhanam biduh 19 

The means (Sadhana) for the accomplishment of the action is Kiiraka. 

Nagesa Bhaga defines Kliraka as tatra kriyiinispadakatyam kiirakatyam.20 

'Which helps for the accomplishment of the action is Karaka'., 

Bhattoji Diksita (ih Century .A.D.), the other commentator of the .. . 
Paqiniyan school, in his 'Siddhiinta Kaumudt defines Karaka as 

17 

IX 

19 

20 

Mb. on P.l.4.23. 

Mb on P. 3.1.67 

VP. Ill. 7.1. 

Lokamani Daal. "parama laghumanjusa ofNagesa Bhatta. Varanasi: 1991. P. 191. 
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'Any thing that helps towards the accomplishment of an action is a 

Karaka ·. 21 

Besides the Indian traditions, the western linguistics has introduced the 

notion ·case Grammar' (translated version of the Km·aka) which states: 

'The sentence in its basic structure consists of a verb and one or more noun 

phrases. each associated with the verb in a particular case relationship' .22 

To sum up the d i ffcrent interpretation a definition of the Karaka can 

be linguistically formulated as follows: The obligatory nominal stems with 

the case affix in a sentence are called karaka. That means, the relationship 

of the nominal stem with the verbal stem reflected by the formal agreement 

in a sentence brings out the notion of Karaka. 

For instance, 

ramah odanam sthalyam agnina culikayah swa gurabe pacati. 

'Ram cooks rice in a vessel by the fire froni the furnace for his master'. 

Here, various objects contribute to the accomplishment of the action 'to 

cook'. But, the final act 'cooking' is a culmination of a series of actions. 

As Ram himself thinks about the act of cooking, brings cooking utensils 

and others to the kitchen, connects fire from the furnace etc. But the 

objective of all the events is to prepare food. To finish the work 'cooking'. 

the involved subs~ance are assigned the different roles of the Karaka. Like, 

'Ram' performs the activity, 'fo_od' is the object, 'vessel' is the locus where 

activity is done, 'fire' is the means to preapre the food 'furnace' is the 

. source of the energy and 'master' is benifittcd by it. As a whole, all the 

relationships between the nominals or the things and the verb in a speech 

act are recognised as Karaka. 

21 

22 

S.C. Vasu (trans), 'The Siddhanta Kawnudi of Bhalloji Diksita, vol.l, Motilal 
Banarsidass, p.327. 

C.J. Fillmore, 'The case for case', P.2 I. 

9 



Kliraka in A~fiidltyiiyi: 

The Karaka relations are introduced in thirty three rules in Book 1, chapter 

IV (rule 22-55) of the A~fodhyayf.23 Patanjali in his Great commentary has 

written extensive expository notes on 20 of these rules (excluding 33-36, 

38-41. 43-47) which ostensibly are self explanatory and therefore, need no 

elucidation. In his expository notes, Pataffjali has incorporated and refuted 

fifty seven otherwise unavailable varttikas of Katyayana.24 Bhartrhari (5111 

c.A.D.), in his authoritative text Viikyapadfjla, kii1Jcja 3 explains the seven 

noun-verb relations including the genitive. 25 But, in contrast to the 

Pa1_1ini's categorization of the Karaka, BhcWoji Dik~ita, in his "The 

Siddhanta Kaumudi'' has shifted the sutra p.l.4.44 from kara!w karaka to 

the sampradana karaka. 26 

The Karaka relations are (in the order in which they are introduced 

in Pa~1ini rules): 

1. apadiina or ablation' (P.l.4.24) 

2. sampradiina or 'dative' (p.l.4 .. 32) 

3. karana or 'instrument' (p.l.4.42) . 
4. adhikarna or 'location' '(p.l.4.45) .. 
5. karma or 'object' (p.l.4.49) 

6. kart a or 'agent' (p.1.4.54 ). 

But Panini has arranged the vibhakti (case-ending) in different 

section, i.e., P.2.3.1 - P.2.3.73). By a separate rule (p.2.3.50), Sambandha 

(genitive) is introduced. Since this relation doesn't hold the noun-verb 

relations, so it is not treated as Karaka. 

" -·' S.C. vasu, (trans), 'The Astadhyayi of Panini' 1962, PP.177-192. 

Yudhister Mimamsaka, 1973: II. 457-510. 

K.A.S. Iyer, (trans); 'The Vakyapadiya of Bhartrhari', Chapter II, P. I, 1971, P.147-
243. 

S C. Vasu, (ed and trans), op. cit. PP. 326-384. 

10 



Philosophy of Karaka: 

The Karaka theory, which plays a pivotal role in language is a clear 

reflection of the linguistics and non-linguistics manifestation of the world. 

The theory inquire into: (i) What is the nature of the Kiiraka? (ii) What are 

the constituents of the Karaka? (iii) whether it is independent or dependent 

in its existence (iv) what is it's effect? 

(i) Nature of the Kiiraka: 

The grammarian and philosopher, Bhartrhari. in sadhana samudesa section 

of his most authoritative text 'VaAyapad/.ya. Kcn,u:ja 3, has examined at 

length and depth the philosophy behind the karaka theory. He says, ''A 

doer (Karaka) is that which helps in the accomplishment of an action by 

assuming different forms. 27 But, here the question arises about the locus 

and the manifestation of the Karaka. The Karaka lies in the substance it 

(dravya) holding different powers, which acts as the agent for the 

accomplishment of the action. This power is called Sadhana or means. 28 

The universe has bundles of powers but only six of them i.e. kart a, 

karma etc. are reflected in the linguistic constructions for the presentation 

of the external reality. 29 The power acts as the intermediary force between 

the substance (dravya) and the verb. 

For instance, 

(1) balakah grham gachati 

'The boy goes hon~e'. 

(2) Vrksah grham gachati 

'The tree goes home'. 

In sentence ( 1) biilakah 'boy' and grha 'home' are assigned kart a and 

karma Kiiraka respectively where as vrksiih and grha 'home' are assigned . . 
n 

28 

29 

yp Ill. 7.24. 

VP III. 7.1. 

VP.III. 7.2. 

II 



karla and karma karaka respectively in sentence (2) But, sentence (1) is 

acceptable and grammatical where as sentence. (2) is unacceptable and 

ungrammatical. Both the sentences have the minimum constituents to form 
' 

a sentence i.e. substance, power and verb. The power which lies with 

hal aka 'boy' has the ability to fulfill the basic criteria of the very ~gam 'to 

go .. But the power behind the vrksa 'tree' violates the basic nature of the 

n:rb ~gam i.e. the agent of the verb should be an animate being. In other 

sense. verbs represent the activities of the external world. Though, in 

sentence (2 ), the basic constituents i.e., substance, power and. verb are co

indexed with each other, but it doesn't reflect the external reality. 

The power of the substance, called means, acts as a binding force 

between the substance and the verb_. This is means, which brings the 

substances into consideration for the accomplishment of the kriya (action). 

As. 

sah bramaf}aya gam dadati 

'He gives the cow to the Brahmana' 

In the above sentence, apart from the verb dadati, 'to give', there are. 

three substances: sah 'he' gam, 'cow' brahma'!iiya 'brahmin' assigned as 

Karla, karma and sampradana km·aka respectively. Here, to accomplish 

the verb ~dii 'to give', all the three substances are considered as the 

complements of the verb. That means, all the four constituents are 

conjoined to produce an activity. If one of them is absent or missing, the 

result will lead to ungrammaticality or unacceptability. That's why, the 

verb and the substance are constituted by power or sakti and all things are 

power to each other by the verb. 

12 



(ii) Constituents of Kiiraka: 

From the philosophical point of view, KCiraka is constituted by 

dravya (substance) and sakti (power). But, the question that strikes our 

mind is, how the power is perceived which is very much reflected in the 

abstract level of the speaker. Bhartrhari says. 'the contact between the 

sense, the object. the mind and the agent sometimes constitute the means 

. h , 30 t.c. t e power . 

Substance like axe can function as two Karaka i.e. kartii and karatza 

For example; 

I. parusah vrksam chinatti 

'The axe cuts the tree'. 

2. balakah pariuna v.rksam chinatti 

'The boy cuts the tree by the axe'. 

The use given above indicates that power is not only decided by the 

object or the verb, but the mind of the speaker or the knowledge of the 

substance is taken into consideration. As a result, the substance, which 

remains the same is manifested as different objects through different 

means. And this means is the result of the speaker's intuitive power of that 

object and its association with the external world. 

(iii) Independent or dependent in its existence: 

The Kliraka doesn't have its own existence, until and unless it is 

accompanied by the verb. The relationship that holds among the Karaka 

. and the verb can be broadly divided into kart a group the non-karta group, 

where verb can be divided into major and minor. 

For instance, 

1. ramah sthiilya odanam pacati. 

'Ram cooks food by the vessel'. 

The above presented sentence can be analysed into three senteces; 

VP.III. 7.12. 

13 



2. ramah pacati 

'Ram cooks'. 

3. odanam pacyate 

'The food cooks'. 

4. stha7rpacati 

'The vessel cooks'. 

In sentence. (I) 'Ram' ·food' and 'the vessel' are assigned as karta-, 

karma and kara~w karaka respectively. But. in (2), (3), and (4) 'Ram' 

·rood·. and the 'vessel' arc karta karaka. So far as the semantics is 

concerned, sentence. (I) and the culmination of sentence. (2), (3) and ( 4) 

are equivalent. But, in the later part, all the agents are assigned as Karta 

karaka. The karta kiiraka, which is independent in regard to the minor 

action can become dependent in regard to the main action. Out of the six 

Km·aka 's, three Kiiraka 's excluding the kartii itself can be karta or the 

agent i.e., karma, karatw and adhikarm,w. The rest two karaka i.e., 

sampradana and apadana don't fall into the karta category. 

(iv) Kiiraka's effect: 

So far we discussed the status of power or sakti in the 

substance. Power is an inborn tendency of the object which resides with the 

object. As long as it lies in the external world, it remains powerless. But, 

when it comes across with the verb, it modifies its form and functions as a 

Karaka. 

As. 

balakah pustakam pafbati 

'The boy reads the book'. 

In the above sentence, pustaka 'book' is assigned as karma Karaka 

and becomes the source of knowledge. But prior to the syntactic 

construction, pustaka is symbolised as a substance. As a whole, the effect 

can be displayed by the configuration of the substance and the verb. 

14 



Grammarian_.. Philospher/Naiyayikas view about Kiiraka: 

The notion of the constituents and functions of Kiiraka has 

been defined by different scholars like Patafijali, Bhartrhari, etc. in , 

different schools of thought. Apart from philosophers like Bhar~rhari, the 

logicians (Naiyayikas) and the grammarians (vaiyiikara'Jas) put different 

view points for the interpretation of the Kiiraka. 'The Naiyayikas are artha

pramatwkah 'those who regard things and events authroity' as opposed to 

'sabda-pramcn;akah' by the grammarians. They are interested in the way 

the world is (or is supposed to be), not particularly in how people speak 

about it'. 31 Grammarians define that any thing i.e. configuration of 

substance '"and case ending, which helps for the accomplishment of an 

action is Karaka. 32 To philsophers, like Bhart,rhari, case endings' are 

defined as power. But Grammarian are not concerned about the proximity ,j)i 

of the power with the substance. Rather, they are concerned about how the 

words represent the world. From their view points, stem and suffix are 

represented by the thing and power respectively. 

The Nyaya school states that there are six types of relations of nouns 

to the verbs in a sentence. 33 These six specific connections are grouped 

under the head rule, Karake. The concept of kararza is very much dominant 

in the sentence. This school believes in the plurality of causes for the 

accomplishment of the action and only one of such causes would be a 

karana. In a broad sense, these kiiranas can be karanas. All the events are . . . 
. the result of many causes. Nyoya doesn't specify that these six relations are 

the only relations in a language. But, philosophers categorize the power of 

the world as six kinds and kartii is manifested by different names under 

different circumstances . 

. 1 I 

. 1J 

BX. Matial, 'The words and the world', Oxford University Press, P. 42. 

VP.lll.7.15 . 

B.K. Matilal, 'Language, Thought and Reality' Delhi, P.l94. 
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Classification of Kiiraka: 

Language, the means of the reflection of the world, is divided 

into categories and sub-categories. And these categories and sub-categories 

arc intimately interrelated and intercact with one another. To formulate the 

categories of Paninis grammar, J.D. Singh has demarcated two circles: the 

inner circle and the outer circlc.34 The inner circle may comprise formal 

features (Phonological, morphological, syntactic) and the outer circle 

successively may denote semantic content of language and events of the 

real world. But, these circles arc not the true demonstration of grammar. 

The semantics as the outer circle is very much deeply interelated with other 

sections of grammer, which is shown in the below. 

Semantics 

t 
Syntax 

t 
Morphology 

t 
Morphophonemics 

t 
Phonology 

The above diagram shows the hierarchical order of any grammar. 

· Though semantics is at the top of the levels, but it is an integral part of 

each and every level. Even Pal}-ini has considered the semantics level at all 

categories of grammaer. 

Before going into the major criteria for the classification of the 

Kliraka, it will be better to discuss the major types of Karaka and the 

dominant concepts involved in the formulation of the Kiiraka theory. 

Types of Kiiraka: 

Nagesa BhaHa's aphorism says: 

34 J.D. Singh, Panini 's Theory of Karaka' IJDL: July 1974, P.314. 
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karla karma ca ka_ra_nam sampradanam lalhaiba ca 

apadi:ini:idhi karanamityahuhh ki:irakal)i sp!35
" 

There are six Kiirakas relations which are denoted by the terms karla, 

karma, kara:za, sampradana, api:idiina and adhikara[7a. 

The karlli is defined as svalanlrah karta,36 which means the principal or the 

indepednent agent is karta. 

Karma is denoted by kartur, ipsitalamam karma37
• 'The most desired 

thing of the kada is the karma'. For instance, 

sah gramam gacchati 

'He goes village'. 

In the above sentence, gramam 'village' is not only the most desired 

but also the goal of the Karla. So kanna can be defined the most desired, 

turned to be the goal ofth~ Karla. 

The kara!Ja kiiraka 's nature IS defined by the sutra 

siidhakalamam karanam. 38 

That means, 'the means for the accomplishment of the action is Karana'. , 

e.g. 

devadattah pariuna kiis!{wm chinatti. 

'Devadatta splits wood with an axe'. 

Here, parasu 'axe' is the means to achieve the goal by the 

agent. 

'The thing approached by the kartii by means of karma is the Kiiraka called 

.. \:ampradiina', denoted by Pal)ini's rule as. 

37 

k - bh' 0 d- 39 aramaY}a yama zpratz sa sampra anam 

Lokamani Dahal, op.cit. P.191. 

P.1.4.54. 

P.1.4.49. 

P.l.4.42. 

P.1.4.32. 
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Though, in the above siitJ·a. the specific verb has not been 

mentioned, but it is only applicable to the verb ~dii 'to give'. Because, 

sampradana is derived from the verb root ~dO: 

karaka. 

kiiraka'. 

As, 

briihma!1Gya gam dadllti. 

'He gives the cow to the brahmana'. 

The recipient brahmapa is assigned as the sampradana 

dl b - ~ -d- 40 1ru amapaye pa anam. 

'The departed substance from a fixed point in assigned as apadana 

e.g. 

vrksat par!1GI11 patati 

'The leaf falls from the tree'. 

The stem vrksa 'tree' is assigned as apadiina with the relation of the verb 

~pat 'to fall'. 

The sam]ha sutra tells about the adhikan;a karaka as 

adhorodhi karanam. 41 . 
For instance, 

sah sthalylim pacati 

'He cooks in the pot'. 

In the above example, 'the pot' looks as an instrument. But, it is the 

locus, where the cooking action is performed. 

40 

~I 

P.1.4.24 

P.1.4.45 
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Major concpets in the Kiiraka: 

(i) Governors: Though the verb plays the central role in the formulation 

of the Karaka theory, but Pai]ini has not ruled out other factors 

involved in this theory. So far the government is concerned; karaka 

can be divided into two ways: karaka vibhakti and upapada 

vibhakti. But, this division is based on the vibhakti 'case marker' 

marking. e.g. 

sah brahmmy.iiya gam dadiiti. 

'He gives the cow to the Brahman'. 

In the above sentence, the verb '~dii' 'to give' is co-indexed 

with three nominal stems as 'sah ', 'ga ', 'brCihma~Ja' and assigned as kartii, 

karma and sampradiina karaka r~spectively. 

But, on the other side, when a noun takes a certain case affix, 

such as ditiya, by virtue of its being in composition with some other word 

used in proximity with, is called an upapada vibhakti - apapadana 

upoccastitam padam, 'a word pronounced in close proximity. 42 

dravya 

As, 

bhaktah vitnum prati 

'devotee towards Visnu' 

Here prati 'towards' governs Visnu' 

kriya 

upapada 

42 C.D. Shastri, Panini Re-Interpreted, Motilal Banarsidass: 1990, P.43. 
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In the above diagram, there are two noteworthy things 

reflected in Pa~inian rules. On the one side, every Kiiraka rule is clarified 

by the Vibhakti rule. 

As, 

kartur ipsitatam karma43 

'The most desired thing of the agent is karma'. 

k . d . - 44 annanz VLflya 

The second triplet is assigned for the karma kiiraka. 

On the other side, upapada vibhakti specifics the vibhakti position which is 

indirectly co-related with the dravya 'substance'. 

For instance, 

upa harim surah 

The Gods are inferior to Hari. 

Here, upa is the karmapravacanfya45 for which Hari is assigned the 

dvitfyo vibhaktt46 and leads the karma karaka. 47 

To sum up, kiiraka vibhakti is directly related with the verb, where 

upapada is indirectly related with the verb through the dravya. So kiiraka 

vibhakti is much more stronger than upapada vibhakti. 

(ii) Kiiraka vs Vibltakti: 

The nominal endings, named in Western linguistics as case marker 

are seven sets having three numbers, namely singular, dual and plural and 

accounts 21 in number. Besides the sasthi as non-karaka- category, the 

rest 6 karakas are to be defined in the following discussion. 

sanjnakarakabodhyitrTvibhaktih48 

~.1 P.l.4.49 
~4 P.l.2.23 
~5 P.1.4.87. 
•l(l P.2.3.8 
47 P.2.2.3. 
4l! 
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l 
.I 

f' 

ll 

an 
f!) 

1\ -0) 

~ 
A-41\ 

~ 
A 

That means the number and the case marker of the kiii-aka are called 

\1ihhakti. 

Panini enunciates that vibhaktis are attached to a nominal stem 

unless they are marked by the verbal stem. All the six Karaka rules are co

indexed with six vibhakti rules. Like, 

k . . k 49 artur tpsttatamam anna 

K . d . - - 50 armanz vtttya, 
I 

The first rule defines karma karaka where as the second specifies the 

linguistics representation of the karma by the second triplet. Similarly, 

3rd
51

, 4th 
52

, 5th 
53

, and 7th 
54

, vibhaktis correspond to kar01ya, sampradiina, 

apadiina and adhikara!w respectively. But, there is no one to one 

correspondence between the Karaka and the Vibhakti. A Km-aka can be 

expressed by more than one vibhakti and a vibhakti expresses more than 

one Karaka. 

e.g. 

~·J 

50 

51 

52 

53 

5~ 

55 

56 

57 

The karma is expressed by the 211
d, 

55 
3rd, 

56 and 41
h, 

57 Vibhaktis 

P.l.4.49. 

P.2.3.2 

P.2.3.18 

P.2.3.13 

P.2.3.28 

P.2.3.36 

P.2.3.2 

P.2.3.22 

P.2.3.14 

(i) ramah katam karoti . 
'Ram makes a mat'. 

(ii) pita or pitaram samjanite 

'He knows his father' 

(iii) grfimiiya gacchati 

'He goes to the village' 

21 

-- """ ~ ----- -

DISS 
491.456 

M2883 Pr 
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In the above instances, ka[a 'mat', pita ~father', grama 'village' are 

assigned the karma karaka. 

Similarly kara'!a is represented by 3rdss and 51
h
59 

The 3rd and 41
h vibhaktis denote two Karakas each: 3rd for karta and 

Karm.w60 and 4111 for karma and sampradiina.61 Kata and Karm:w 

represented by the 3rd vibhakti is presented in the following instances; 

devadatta in 

(i) devadattena vedah pathyate 

~v_ eda is studied by Devadattat 

(ii) devadattah paraiunaVJ;k~am chinatti 
1Devadatta cuts the tree with an axet. 

(iii) abltiltita Vs anabltihita: 

On the basis of verbal endings, Karaka is oftwo kinds. 62 abhihita 'already 

expressed' and anabhihita 'not yet expressed'. 

The verbal endings - ti and - te denote karla and karma 

e.g. 

(i) ti in vs_1ja 'to create' 

devo lokam S..'jati 
1God created the worldt 

(ii) -te in ~s_rja 'to create' 

devena lokah srjyate 

The world is created by God1
• 

The verbal endings - ti and - te are represented for third person, singular, 

present tense and one for parasmaipada and other for atmanepada. Besides 

5X 

5'1 

(d 

P.2.3.18 

P.2.3.33 

P.2.3.18 

P.2.3.2. and P.2.3.13 

VP.III. 7.45 
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the karto and karma. no other Karaka holds such a relation with the verbal 

endings. 

(iii) Pada, karaka and Vakya: 

pada 'inflected word' is defined by the sutra as 

0 i 63 suptmmam pacam 

That which ends in sup (case-affix) or tin (tense affix) is called a pada or 

in11ected word'. 

All padas are not Karakas. Because, pada can be kriya 'verb'. Even all the 

nama ·nominal' padas are not Kin·aka. Though nominal stems ending with 

sa-![hi vibhakti are namas, but it doesn't hold direct relationship with the 

verb. 

vokya 'sentence' is denoted by eka tin viikyam. 
-
There should be atleast one verbal64 form in a sentence. In other sense, . 

vakya can be described as the configuration of the karaka and the kriyii 

'verb'. 

(v) Karaka as language Universal vs language specific: 

All the six karakas, defined by the samJna sutra, are language 

universals. Because, the relations hold between nominals and verbals are 

prevalent in all languages. But the additional and the exceptional rules are 

language specific. These features are socially and culturally· confined in a 

particular geographical area. In other sense, besides the six rules, other 

rules are deeply rooted into the Sanskrit hmguage. 

As, 

dasyii samyacchate /Wmukah 

'The profligate gives to the slave to entice her'. 

p.I.4.14. 
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In spite of the verb ~da 'to give', the recipient gets the kara'Ja kllraka. 

Because, in Indian culture, there is a difference between the wife and the 

other lady, termed as legitimate and illegitimate act. 

Major Classifications of Kiiraka Theory: 

Pa1~ini in his grammatical treatise has not specifically classified the 

criteria for the Karaka theory. But there are clear indication that some 

categories arc involved behind his formulation of the theory which can be 

levelled as categories and sub-categories. The major classifications can be 

morphology, morphophonemics, syntax and semantics, as discussed 

below: 

(1) Morphology: 

Though morphology explicitly deals with the structure of the word, 

it paves the way for the language construction. In Papini's Karaka theory, 

the domain of morphology plays the central role for the noun and verb 

configuration i.e., noun-verb and case affix in a sentence. The force of a 

case-affix is generally denoted' by any of the following. 65 

(a) the conjugational affix tin 

(b) the primary affix krt 

(c) the secondary affix taddhita 

(d) the componds samiisa 

(a) The congjugational affix till: 

The rule lasya66 in place of L' brings 18 affix elements by the 

rule67 

tip tas }hi 

sip thas tha 

m\ip vas mas 

6) S.C. Vasu (trans) op.cit. P.329. 
(I() P.3.4.77 
67 P.3.4.78 
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ta iitam- jha 

thas atham dhvam 

id vahi mahi1i 

The above are the tin pratyayas m which the top 9 arc 

parasmaipada affix68 and the bottom 9 are iitmanepada affix. 

And different markers are used in different contexts bv the following . ..... 

aphorism: 

lah karama!1i ca bhave cakarmake bhyah69 

Professor Bothling translates this sfilra as ·A finite verb expresses the 

agent as well as the object; but the intransitive verbs denote; in addition to 

that, the impersonal idea of the action'. 70 

The ti-and -te pratyayas are attached \Vith the verb for kartii 

and karma kiii-aka respectively. 

For instance; 

(i) ramah patram likhati 

Ram writes a letter 

(ii) ramera patram likhyate 

A letter is written by Ram. 

In the above sentences (i) and (ii), the verb holds the kartii 

and karma. So far in the Paninis concept anabhihite71
, that which is already 

specified should not be mentioned in elsewhere. So riima and patra are 

expressed as the priitipadika in both the sentences. 

Moreover, somebody can look into the agreement point of view for the 

above categorization. In Sanskrit language, a verb stem always agrees with 

one nominal stem in a sentence. As a result of which verb expresses karta 

in the active sentence and karma in the passive sentence. Here, somebody 

70 

71 

P.l.3. 78 

P.3.4.69 

S.C. Vasu, (trans) op.cit. P. 585. 

P.2.3.1 
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can argue that why verb encompasses only karta and karma. It happens so 

because. there arc two Kiirakas involved in the transformation of the 

sentences from active to passive and then to impersonal passive. In other 

sense, these two arc directly related with the noun-verb relations in a 

sentence. 

In the sentence, ramah patram likhati, likhati is derived in 

the following processes from the verb '! !i!d; 'to write'. 

Ll KH ------------ root P.3.1.91 72 

T P.3.2.123 -' 

Followed by 

-------- LA T addition P .3 .1.1 74 and P .3 .1.2 75 

And then 

P.3.4.6776 and P.3.4.6977 

LIKH + LAT 

p. 1.3.3. 78 

followed by 

P.l.3.979 

LJKH+LAM 

72 

7·1 

75 

76 

77 

7X 

xo 

---------- A M delition 

dhatoh 

vartamane lat. 

pratyaya 

parasca 

kartari krt 

P.l.3.280 

Followed by 

lah karmani ca bhave cakarmake bhyah 

halantyam 

tasya /opah 

upadeseajanunasika it 
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L!Kh + L 

---------- Tip replaces L 

LIKH +Tip 

P.l.3.9 81 

P.3.4.7782 

Followed by 

P. 3.4. 7883 

P.3.1.67 84 

---------Sap addition in between Followed by 

P.3.1.6885 

L!Kh + sap + Tip 

1 -----------IT delition 

LIKH+ a+ Ti 

1 
LIKHATI 

81 tasya lopah. 
R1 la!>ya 
lO Tiptasjhi 
8,1 sarvadhatuka 
85 kartare - sap 
X6 halantyam 
87 lasakvataddhite 
88 tasya lopah 
89 adarsanam lopah 

P .3 .3. 86 twice 

Followed by 
87 P.l.3.8 

The rules p.1.3.988
/ 

P .1.1.6089 apply thrice. 
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(h) The Primary affix krt: 

The term krt is used in the grammars of Pcif}ini and others for 

affixes applied to roots to form verbal derivatives. Which is stated as 
')() 

krdati/1 . 
lksides the tin pratyaya in the verbal stem, others are summed up as krt or 

primary suffix. Pa~ini has clarified the domain of the application of ~rt in 

1-' • k 91 1\.artan rt . 
'Th~ krt is used in the sense ofthe agency i.e., with the agent'. 

For instance, 

The suffixes nval (=aka) and trc (=tr) are added to verbal roots to denote 

kart a 
As, 

kt - nvul > kiir :..... vu> kiiraka (one who does) 

Besides the markers with the agent, it has some exceptions as a result of 

which karma, kara~w, sampradiina, apadiina and adhikarm;za relations are 

expressed by the ~rt suffix. 

The sutra karmani stran92 states: 'the suffix stran denotes the karma after the 
• 

\'crb ~dha 'to feed'. 

e.g. dha- stran>-tra> dha-trai (from a nurse whom the children suck) 

. 'The affix stran (=tra) with the sense of the instrument comes after the verbs -.Ida 

'to cut', ~no 'to lead', ~sas 'to kill', ~yu 'to join' ~yuj 'to join', ~stu 'to praise', 

~tud 'to inflict pain', ~si 'to bend', ~sic 'to sprinkle'. ~nib 'to injure', -.!pat 'to 

fall', ~ das 'to bite' and ~nab 'to bind'. 93 

As, da-stJ·an> da-tra 'a sickle' 

'JO P.3.1.93 
'Jl P.3.4.67 
C)~ 

P.3.1.181 
'JJ P.3.2.182 
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' 

(that with which one cuts) 

the siitra dasagodhanau samprad(uie denotes: 'the affixes of the word 'dasa' 

·and 'godhana' express the idea of the dative or the recipient'.94 

'dasa' is formed by adding ''ac' affix to the root ~ dasr 'to give' 

Thus das -ac> das-a (to whom something is given) 

By the rule bhomadayoapadane, 95 

'The word bhima and c. are irregularly formed and by Unadi affixes denote 

ablation'. 

As bhi + ak> bhima. 

'The suffix kta (=ta) added to the verbal roots meaning, 'stability, motion and 

eating' denotes adhikarana'. 96 

• 
e.g. as-kta>as-i-ta>asita 

'the place where one sit' 

The derivational processes the word chinnam 'to be cut' follows from the 

root ~chid 'to cut' in the following processes: 

Chid--------------· root 

J. --------------- kta addition 

Chid+ kta 

~ --------------- K delition 

Chid+ ta 

~ --------------- n substitution for both 

94 

'!5 

'!7 

'JS 

C)') 

P.3.4.73 

P.3.4.74 

P.3.4.76 

dhatoh 

ktayvatu nistha 

nistha 
100 lasakbstaddhite 
101 ratabhyamnisthato nah purvasya ca dah 
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97 P.3.1.91 
98 P.l.l.26 

Followed by p.3.2.10299 

P.8.2.42 101 



Chin+na 

a delition and am addition P .1.2.46 102 

Followed by 

P.4.1.2 103 and p.7.1.24 104 

chin +n+am 

clnam 
P.6.l.i07 105 

(C) The Secondary affix tatldhita: 

Pa~1ini has used the word taddhita not for words, but for the 

suffixes which are added to form such words at all places. In fact, he has 

begun the enumeration of taddhita affixes with the rule taddhita. 106 

The term taddhita appears to be actually used for words 

derived from nouns by secondary affix along with the word krt which also 

means words derived from roots. 

Though Panini has not indicated in any rule about the 
• 

taddhita suffixes in Kcu·aka relations explicitly, but there are few instances 

which reflects the Karaka relations. 

In the sutra 

k - - 107 tena ra tam ragat 

'Tl-ie affix will be attached to the word in the instrumental case in a syntactic 

constriction representing the word tena 'by which'. 

As, 

102 krhitasamasasca 
103 sup 
104 ato am 

~ 105 ami purbah 
!06 P.4.1.76 
107 P.4.2.1 
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kasiiyena raktam bastram .. 
= kasayam 

'ka~aya is a cloth coloured 

by kashya' 

(D) The Compounds Samiisa: 

Compound formation is governed by the general dictum: 

Samiisatha: padabidhih 108 

,And these constructions are generally syntactically related. 

There are few instances in which compounds are related with the Karaka 

theory. 

A word ending with the 3rd case affix, when it denotes the agent or 

the instrument is compounded diversely with what ends with a krt affix; 

and the compound so formed is called tatpuru~a. 109 

As, 

ahinahatah = ahihatah 

'killed by the snake' 

'A nominal occurring in the 2"ct vibhakti is compounded with srita 

'gone to', at ita 'gone by' patita 'fallen', gata 'gone', atyasta 'passed', priipta 

'obtained' and lipanna 'reached' .110 

lOS 

109 

110 

Ill 

As 

kastam + sritah = kastasrith • 
'who has had recourse to trouble': 

'A word ending with the 5111 care affix is optionally compounded 

with the word bhaya 'fear' and the compound is tatpuru~a'. 111 

As, 

caurabhayam 'fear from thieves' 

P.2.1.1 

P.2.1.32 

P.2.1.24 

P.2.1.37 
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Morphophonemics: 

Morphophonmics 1s the analysis and classification of the 

phonological factors which affect the appearance of morphemes in words. 

In Sanskrit, pratyaya 112 'affix' passess through the morphophonological 

processes. The word pratyaya or affix is used in the sense of realisation, in 

which case the root 'i' in the word tyaya means 'knowing according to the 

maxun 

b I ,.._ I 1113 sar e gatyart w pwart w 1 

'it comes or places after the dhlitu 'root' or pralipadika or crude 
• I IJ4 form . 

There are SIX mam kinds of pratyayas 'affixes' gtven m the grammar: 

suppratyaya, ti11pratyaya, krtyapratyaya, taddhitapratyaya, dhatupratyaya 

str7pratyaya: 

'Before the attachment of the sup pratyaya with nominal stems, first the base 

. d. - . d'ka' 115 IS converte mto pratzpa z . 

Sanskrit has three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter 

and three numbers: singular, dual and plural. On the basis of 7 cases 

(including genitive) and three numbers, the collective name sup consists of 

21 case affixes, 116 which is given below: 

112 P.3.1.1 
113 Nirl.lS 
114 P.3.1.2 
I!~ P.l.2.45 
116 P.4.1.2 
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Singular Dual Plural 

r~ su au }as 

I 2I1U am aut ias 
..,n. ta bhyiim bhis ..) 

411 ne bhyiim bhyas . 
5111 riasi bhyam bhyas 

i 6111 . 
am nas OS 

I 
' 7111 .. 

111 OS sup 
.. 

Subanta or declension is for the sake of convenience divided 

into two classes 117
: 

(i) Bases ending in vowels. 

(ii) Bases ending in conso_nants. · 

Every word in the table given below will be considered as a model and 

words alike in form are treated similarly to it. But, besides the model form, 

there are some irregular bases present in Sanskrit. 

117 R.C. Kale, 'A Higher Sanskrit Grammar', Bombay: 1931, P.34. 
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Classification of nominal bases on the basis of ending: 

Nouns ending in Masculine Feminine Neuter 

a Renna 'Ram a' ;nana 

'knowledge' 

a gop a 'a cow ram a 'the 

herd' Goddess of 

wealth 

I and u hari 'hari' gurii bari ·water' 

· perceptor' 

I and u banaprami 'an nadf 'river' 

antelope as fleet badhu'bride' 

as the wind' 

dhatr 'the creator 
. 

dhatr 'the r svasura . 
creator' 

rand I kartr 'doer' . 
e and ai se 'wealth' se 'wealth' 

0 and au go 'cow' glau go 'cow' 

'the moon' 

r, i and n kama! 'Goddess kama! 'Goddess kama! 'Goddess 

of wealth' of wealth' of wealth' 

K,kh, g,gh t th, d, sarbasak samidh 'a holy Susamidh 'a holy 

dh,t, th, d dh, p, stick' stick' 

ph, b,bh : 

c,ch,j,jh,s,s,s, vac 'speech' sa) 

'shining' 

The following instance will provide the derivational processes of ramah 

from r'Gma 
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rama -------· pratipadika 

1---------- su-addition 

rama + su 

1---------- u deletion 

rama + s 

~ ---------- s replaced by 

rama +r 

~ ----------· r replaced by : 

ramah 

Syntax: 

P.1.2,45 118 

P.l.246 119 

P.4.1212o 

121 d P.l.3.2 an 

P.1.3.9 122 

P.8.2.66 123 

P.8.3.34 124 

In A~fcldhyoyT of PaQini, Kiiraka theory is the only section 

which deals with the syntactic representation of the language. The basic 

syntactic notions presented are: 

( I ) word order; 

(2) order of the Karakas in the sentence; 

(3) types of sentences; 

( 4) deep structure and surface structure; 

(5) Agreement; 

( 6) Derivational sentences. 

IIX art habaddhatwpratyaya/1 prat ipadikam 
119 h·tddhitasamasasca 

121 Upadeseanunasik it 

11? I h -- ta~ya opa 
111 . h 
-· SG~]USO ru 

124 bismjaniyasya sah 
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(I) Word Order: 

It is not surprising that the grammar doesn't specify the word order in a 

sentence. Being an inflected language, Sanskrit has a free word order. First, 

all the nominal stems are converted into priitipadika125 and then they arc 

assigned by the suppratyayas. These morphological and syntactic 

corelations can be clearly understood from the following sentences. 

(i) riimah katam karoti • 
'Ram makes the mat'. 

(ii) riime~w Ka{ah k!·tyate 

'Mat is made by Ram' 

Both the sentences represent the active and the passive 

sentence having two nominal stems, ram 'Ram' and ka,ta 'mat' and one 

verb stem ~kr 'to do or make'. Because of the case marking, the karaka . 
doesn't put question mark for its identity. Like in (i), the verbal suffix- ti 

reflects ram as karta and -am for karma in ka,ta. The same thing also 

happens in (ii), where-yak and -na suffix assign the karma and karna for 

kat and rJm. Even, the arrangement of the nominal stems can be put in . 
different order, but the semantic value of the sentence will remain the 

.same. 

(2) Order of the Karakas in the sentence: 

Pal}ini describes the karakas m the order of apadiina, 

sampradcma, kara~a, adhikararza karma and k;artii. So far we have said, 

the verb plays the central role in the distribution of Karakas. But the 

assignment of different karakas in the verb. Which is not in the A~[iidhyayi 

can be predicted from the following examples; 

125 P.2.4.5 
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(r) sah katam karoti 

'He makes mat' 

(ir) sah katam grhe karoti . . 
'He makes mat at home' 

(iii) sah kafam balakena gr_he karoti 

'He makes mat at home by the boys' 

In the above instances, sah. ka_ra, grha, ba/aka are assigned 

as karla, karma, adhikana and karana respectively. All the sentences have . . 
the configuration of the verb \Vith the nominals. It seems that karta is the 

closest nominal ofthe verb followed by karma, adhikarana, karana etc. 
• t 

To hypothesize, Papini has adopted the closest or proximity of the nominal 

,. stems associated with the verb. In other sense, the closest associates which 

help in the accomplishment of the action is the order of the Karaka of a 

particular verb. 

(3) Type of sentences: 

Sanskrit has three types of sentences : (i) kartr vacya 'active 

sentence, (ii) karma vacya 'passive sentence' and (iii) bhiiba vacya 

'impersonal passive'. 

(i) kartr vacya: 

·when the agent performs the activity independently or through the other 

accessories, the sentence is called kar{r vacya. 

e.g. 

ramah grham gachati 

'Ram goes home' 

Here, ram accomplishes the action ~gam' 'to go' through the 

object grh 'home' 

(ii) Karma viicya: 
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When the activity of the mam agent is not meant to be 

expressed and karma is given more emphasis, it is called karma vacya. 

Such constructions happen only, in the case of verbs made from roots 

which are karmasthabhavaka or karmasthakr'iya. 

There are two conditions have to be fulfilled before a karma can become 

karma -karta 'object agent 126 (a) the activity of the main agent should not 

be meant to be expressed, (b) the object should be presented as indepedent. 

e.g. 

odanah pacyate 

'Rice cooks' 

In the above instance, the object odana 'rice' acts 

independently and becomes karma karta. 

(iii) bhava Vacya: 

When the peformed action doesn't have any physical change, 

it is called bhava vacya 'impersonal passive'. 

e.g. 

maya supya te 

'I sleep'. 

(4) Deep structure and surface structure: 

The major controversy has been, whether Paqini's Kiiraka 

theory is semantic or syntactic or both. Kiparsky and Stall notes, Pal).ini's 

grammar is a system of rules for converting semantic representations of 

sentences into phonetic representations, of via two intermediate levels 

which may be respectively compared with the levels of deep (underlying) 

structure and surface structure in a generative grammar' .127 

126 VP. 3.7.56. 
127 P.K.Parsky, "Syntactic and Semantic Relations in Panini", Modern Studies m 

Sanskrit, New Delhi: 1988, P.136. 
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Semantic representations 

~ 
Deep structure 

~ 
Surface structure 

~ 
Phonological representations 

In the latest book, he states, 'In a grammatical derivation, the 

Karakas mediate between meaning and morphosyntactic surface 

structure'. 12
K As a result of \vhich there are some explicit roles for the 

interpretation of the semantically and morphosyntactically. The basic 

principles governing the relation between Kiirakas and morphosyntactic 

surface structure are 

(a) Every Kiiraka must be 'expressed (abhihita) by a morphological 

element. 

(b) No Karaka can be expressed by more than one morphological element. 

(c) Every morphological elements must express something. 

Before moving ahead, it would be noteworthy to discuss the notion and 

domain of D-structure and S-structure. D-structure is the level that directly 

reflects lexical properties where the recipients of Q-role are in their original 

position and S-structure an intermediate level case theory and subjacency 
... '""' 

apply. 129 

128 P.K.Parsky, 'The Architecture ofGrammar",CIEFL, Hyderabad: 2002, P.i6. 
129 E.P. Stabler, "the Logical Approach to Syntax", MIT: 1992, P .2. 
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D-structure 

.----------X-bar theory 

~ lexical insertion 

~ Q-assignment 

Subjacency 

· S-Structure .---------

._________ Case theory 

The D-structure or the underlying structure confines itself with the 

semantic relations of the constituents of the sentence, where as S-structure 

is the grammaticality of the sentence derived from the underlying structure. 

For instance; 

ramah katam karoti . 
'Ram mates mat' 

ramena katah karayate . . 
'Mat is made by Ram' 

In the underlying structure of the above sentences, rama , kata act as agent . 
and object respectively of the verb ~kr 'to make'. But, when the .. 

grammaticality question comes i.e., S-structure, all the three constituents 

.are morphologically marked for agreement and case. Unlike morphological 

representation, all the constituents in the underlying remain the same like 

the S-structure. So, Pai].ini 's Kiiraka theory can be formulated as the 

syntactic representation of the semantic structure. 

(5) Agreement: 

In many languages, the constituents of a particular syntactic 

construction are said to 'agree' or be 'in concord' with respect to such 

features as 'gender', 'number', 'case', 'person' etc. 130 Like wise Sanskrit 

I.IO J.Lyons, 'Introduction to theorretical Lingusitics', Cambridge University press: 
1969, P.239. 
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has three agreement patterns 131
: (a) concord of the verb with the subject; 

(b) concord of the adjective with the substantive; and (c) concord of the 

Relative with its Antecedent. (But now the case agreement will. follow the 

discussion). 

(a) The verb must agree with its subject in number. gender and case. The 

kartr viicya 'active sentence',· karma vacya 'passive sentence' and 

bhava vacya 'impersonal passive' show the subject verb agreement in 

the following manner: 

(i) ramah adana -111 pac- a-li 

Ram Nom rice -Ace Cook-Isg. 

'Ram cooks rice'. 

(ii) rame'}a odanah pac-ya-te 

Ram Inst rice Nom 

'Rice is cooked by Ram'. 

maya sup-ya-te 

I Inst sleep-pass-Isg. 

'I sleep'. 

Cook-pass- Isg. 

Here, the verbs agree with ram 'Ram' adana 'rice' and aham 'i' in sent 

(i), (ii) and (iii) respectively. 

P-Kiparsky states that the finite verb ending 'expresses' one of the three 

things 132
: (1) the Agent; (2) the Goal or (3) the process. 

131 R.C. Kale, op.cit. P.471. 
132 P.Kiporsky, op.cit. P.20. 
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These arc shown in the relational structure as the given below sentences; 

dtJa AGENT ~ 
\....____~~~' 'Ram cooks nee' 

GOAL 

riime J ,:, jpa}ya AGENT~ odanah GOAL 

'Rice is being cooked by Ram 

mAya AGENT suf~ya r=J PROCESS 

'I sleep' (Impersonal passive) 

In the above sentences, the verb endings express the role of the first, 

second or the third person. 

When there are more than one subject and connected by ba 'or' and all are 
/ 

singular, the verb agrees with one of them. 

As, 

rama or hari in 

ramah harih bii gachati 

'Ram or Hari goes' 

When the verb agrees with two or more subjects of different 

persons connected by 'and', the first person has preference over the second 

or third, and the second over the third. 

e.g. 

tvamaham ramasyaitat karisyamah 

'Ram, you and I shall do this'. 

(5) An adjective, participal or qualitative must agree with the substantive, 

it qualifies in number, gender and case. 

As, 

rupaban pur~ah 

'a handsome man'. 
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(b) The relative agrees with its antecedent in gender, number and person, 

the cases of the relative and its antecedent being determined by their 

relation to their respective classes. 

As, 

yasyasti bhutam sa narah kulinah 

'He who has wealth has noble family'. 

(6) Derivational Sentences: 

Panini 's derivational sentences can be represented in two ways: (a) Kartari 
• 

- Karmani: 'Active passive'; and (b) non-causal- causal , 
(a) kartari-karmani: 'Active-Passive' . 

Consider the following pair of sentences. 

(z) ramah katam karoti • 
'Ram makes the mat'. 

(iz) ramena katah kriyate . . 
'A mat is made by Ram'. 

In the above sentences, the nominal stems riima, 'Ram' kafa 'mat act as 

kartli and karma respectively with the verb ~ kr 'to do or make'. 

But, the two sentences have different morphological arrangmeents. The 

verbal ending ti - in sentence (i) expresses Kartii and Karma takes 2nd 

vibhakti, while te expresses karma and kartii gets 3rd vibhakti in sentence 

(ii) . Though the surface realizations of the two sentences differ, but the 

identical Kiiraka relations retain the same meaning. 

·(b) non-causal- causal: 

The agent of the non-causal verb becomes the karma of the 

causal verb when the verb has the sense of 'to move', 'to know', 'to ear' or 

'to teach' or is an intransitive verb. 133 

Consider the following pair sentences. 

LIJ P.1.4.52 
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None-causal 

(i) satabah suargam agahanc 

'The enemies went to Heaven' 

causal 

(ii) 17"amah satriin agamayat svargam 

'Ram sent the enemies to Heaven'. 

Both the sentences exhibit the same act which ultimately leads as 'The 

enemies went to Heaven·. But. in (i). 'the enemies' is karta and carries out 

the actrivity on his own accord: while in (ii) kartii is prompted by 'Ram'. 

Syntactically, the karla satabah 'the enemies' of the verb ~gam 'to go' in 

its primitive sense is put in the karma karaka in the causal but the object 

·.)·varga 'Heaven' remains unchanged. 

Semantics: 

The Indian theories of meaning have developed by different 

scholars in different schools ie. The Vaiyakara!ws the Naiyakas, the 

Buddist, the Jains etc) in different ways. All theories of meaning inquire 

into, as Prof. K. Kapoor puts, 134 (i) whether a particular relation really 

holds between the 'word', sabda and its meaning; (ii) the nature of 

reference, i.e., does the word directly refer to objects in real life, or to a 

mediating mental image of the object; (iii) the equation that holds between 

the object 'meant' by the word and the corresponding object in real life, 

and (iv) the movement from lexical meaning to sentential meaning . 

.In the Indian philosophical systems, Nyaya and Vaise1ika both are known 

as the Realists schools of thought. For them, the world of our experience is 

real and not any projection of mind. 135 The hearer/reader remembers the 

meaning only of he/she knows the relationship (vrtti) which holds between 

a pada and its meaning (padartha). This relationship is direct, real and 

1.14 Kapil Kapoor, "Bhartrhari on Lexical Meaning", Lingusitics AT Lorge, 
Hyderabad: 1991, P.64. 

135 R.K. Mishra, "Buddhist theory of Meaning and Literary Analysis" New Delhi: 
P.41. 
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positive. 136 In the Jaina system of thought word (sabda) is synonym of 

pudgala (matter). 

In addition to the above note, Dr. R. Mishra, categorizes 

three views regarding the nature of word meaning relationship: 137 

I. relation of identity (tadiitmya) 

2. relation of origination (utpatti) 

3. relation of signifier and signified (Vacya-vacaka) 

The Buddhist theory of meaning is known as apoha (differentiation) which 

asserts that a word denotes what the object is not. It is only the conceptual 

construct/mental image of the object, \vhich is designated by the word. 138 

This mental image is purely subjective and momentary. The grammarians, 

Vaiyakaral}as, (the major thinker, Bhartrhari) says, 'The meaning belongs 

to the wo"rd 139
. But besides, VP II.53, he corelates the relationship btween 

the word the meaning by classifying three categories 140 as 

( 1) their own form - svarupam; 

(2) an object (padartha) which is a mean to fulfill a certain purpose; 

(3) the intention ofthe speaker. 

Form reference combine to form abhidha, the primary 

denotative meaning. But, now the doubt arises between the perception of 

the meaning and the speaker's intention. Prof. K. Kapoor stresses four 

aspects to resolve this doubt141
- (i) the speaker's desire to forces on one or 

the other aspect; (ii) the natural capacity of words to communicate one 

·aspect or the other; (iii) the general natue of denotation and (iv) the process 

of mental mediation in the communication of meaning. 

13
<) Ibid., P. 41. 

~:n Ibid., P. 41. 

r.>s Ibid., P. 41. 
139 VP II. 53. 
1
'
10 VPIII.3.1. 

141 Kapil Kapoor, op.cit. P.66. 
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Words, expressed by the verbal communication don't reflect the total 

reality. As Bhart;hari says, 'verbal communication relates only to a part of 

an aspect of reality to the determination by means of an external factor or 

to a reversal of reality or to an absence of it. 142 

For instance, 

Ram is blind. 

Here the adjective 'blind' only represents one physical aspect of 

Ram. But, it doesn't convey whether Ram is boy or girl. short or fall, black 

f'or white etc. Thus, a word doesn't express the meaning of the everything 

of an object. It only manifests the partial reality. 

The sentence, which is the sequence of words is stated as; 'Each 

individual word, by itself, can't express the sentence meaning which is in 

the nature of a connection between the meanings of individual words'. 143 

But 'the meaning of a sentence is the meaning of the individual words in it 

as systematically connected with one another'. 144 This sentential meaning 

can't be located in the individual words in isolation. For instance; 

Ram is tall. 

The above sentence is constituted by three words; 'Ram', 'is', 'tall', 

which have only fixed word meaning. When they are combined together 

i.e., In a syntactic configuration, refer to a type of 'Ram'. In the same 

~on text. Prof. K. Kapoor puts an analogy of a mathematical number 389. 145 

The value of the individuals; 3,8,9 differ from the value in other 

sequences of the same units- 983, 893, 398. 

The word meaning and the sentential meaning are manifested in the 

KZn·aka theory. In the preceding sections, we have already discussed the 

1-12 VP.III. 3.52. 
1·13 VP.II.54. 
1-14 VP. II. 55. 
::15 VP.III. 7.35. 
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morphological and syntactic represents of the Kiiraka theory. The relation 

that holds between the karaka and the verb is power or sakti. Bhartrhari 

enumerates these powers as six in all things as kartii, karma, karana etc. 146 

• 
Karma: 

Karma is defined as 'that which especially desired by the agent to be 

accomplished by the action'. The most desired thing of the agent is of three 

kinds. t.t? Production (nirvartya), modification (vikcuya) and destination 

( Prapya ). Out of the three kinds, product and modification are based on the 

non-existent and existent thing. That non-existing thing which comes into 

existence or that existing thing which manifested by its birth, is the karma 

called product. 148 the dichotomy of existent and non-existent is in between 

internal reality and external reality. Unless, the substance (dravya) is in the 

internal reality, it can't be produced in the external reality by the agent. It 

is one type of the transformation of one form to other. 

As, 

balakah gha.fam karoti 

'The boy makes the jar'. 

In the above instance, gha,ta 'jar' already exists in the speaker's mind, which 

was absent in the extenral reality. But, by making it 'ghata' gets manifested 
• 

as the product. 

The object which existed· before and is manifested by its birth is called 

modification. 149 Unlike product, it is the transformation of one object to 

another by the agent. This modification can be the complete destruction of 

the original object or simply the transformation of one to another. Like, 

when the wood burns, it turns into ashes reflecting the complete destruction 

of the wood. But, in the case of gold into ornament, it is a simple different 

modification. 

146 VP.lll. 7.47 
1
'
17 VP. III. 7.49 

148 VP. III. 7.49. 
149 VP. III. 7. 50. 
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When the result of an action is not seen, but directly perceived of the object 

of that '!-Ction is called destination. 150 

e.g. 'veda' in the expression 

vedam adhitc. 

'He studies the veda'. 

In addition to the above Sanfjna - sutJ·a of Karma, from the semantics point 

of view. Papini has presented some additional and exceptional sutras for 

the analysis of the Karma karaka. These are discussed in the below: 

'The object, not most desired by the agent or not most affected by the act, but 

when connected with the act is called karma kc1raka'. 151 

e.g. q·na in 

gramam gacchan trnam sprsati 

'While going to the village, he touches the grass'. 

Here, the act of touching 'the grass' is very much indifferent to the agent. 

'The disliking of the agent is also assigned the karma - karaka'. 152 

Like, cora, in 

coram pasyati. 

The thief enters. 

'The karaka, which doesn't come under any other kiiraka, but helps m the 

accomplishment of the action, is karma'. 153 

For instance; patha in mCif!abakam pathcmam. prcchati 

-'He asks the boy (which is) the road'. 

'The person against whom anger (etc) is expressed, is called karma when the 

verbal stem is preceded by prepositions'. 154 

Thus we have the expression; 

devadattam abhikrudhyati . . 
150 VP. III. 7.50. 
151 P.1.4.50. 
152 P.1.4.51. 
153 P.1.4.38. 
154 VP.III. 7.68 
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'He is angry with Devadatta'. 

There are instances in which an agent has two karmas. These 

can be enumerated as internal and external or primary secondary. For 

example; 

masam odnam pacati. 

'He cooks rice for one month' 

In the above instance, odana 'rice' is directly connected with the verb and 

the agent. -But, masa' 'month' is coindexed with the verb through the object 

'odana '. Because, the time taken to cook the rice depends on the quality of 

rice. That's why Bhart.rhar in this context, stresses, 'Action becomes 

connected with the main object first-and then only with the secondary 

object'. 155 

On the basis of karmas, verbs can be divided into sakarmaka (transitive) 

and akarmaka (intransitive). 

Basically, the presence and absence of the karma in a verb lead to 

sakarmaka and akarmaka verb respectively. But, in Sanskrit, some 

intransitive verbs have karma, but it doesn't violate the status of the 

transitive verbs. For instance; 

mZisam aste' 

'He stays for a month'. 

Here, the staying period one month acts as a karma, but which is not a 

karma. Besides the objects in the form of a thing (dravya), all the others, 

·i.e. tme, place etc. are external karma. Whenever, the verb has a dravya as 

karma, it is sakarmaka Kriyii. 

The role of the karma can be defined as it's original status as karma and 

other is the karma - karta or the object-subject. Now, the question to be 

focussed, how the karma becomes the agent. Sometimes the involvement 

of the agent for the accomplishment of the action is not expressed in the 

155 P.l.3.67 and P. 3.1.87. 
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syntac_tic constituents of the sentence. Then the agent's role is filled up by 

the karma and it becomes karma - karla. In other sense, when the karma is 

not dependent for its achievement, then it turns to be karta. 

Kartii: 

As, 

odana in 

Odanah pacyate 

'Rice cooks'. 

'The karta or agent has been defined as independent'. 156 The agent is free from 

other karakas and has the capacity to accomplish the action. In other sense, 

it employs other accessories for the motion of action and brings them under 

control. It's basic expression is denoted by the instrumental case. 157 

Because to complete the action, the agent itself becomes the insturmental 

e.g. 

'devedatta' in 

devadattena kritah 

'It is done by Devadatta' 

or 

'Devadatta makes it'. 

Though the agent acts for from the original action, but every sentence must 

have an agent. Because, it plays the role of the coordinator among the other 

accessories of the action. The independent nature of the agent depends on 

the speaker's intention, for which karma, karana and adhikarana can also ' . : 

ka - 158 act as rta. 

'The karta is also expressed by the active voice of the verb'. 159 

156 P.l.4.54. 
157 P.2.3.18. 

:5s VP.III. 7.18. 

159 P.1.3.78 and P.3.1.68. 
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For instance; 

biilakah pacati 

'The boy cooks'. 

In the above case, the agent is expressed by the affix- a, which is attached 

to the verbal root pac - forming paca-

'The agent can also be expressed by a nominal compounds' .160 

e.g. 

caurahatah> caurena hatah . 
'killed by a thief. 

Karana: 
• 

'The kara~w karaka is the most accessory for the accomplishment of an action' .161 

The word 'most' is used here, because it ·is the only ·Kiiraka which 

accomplishes the action directly. Even kart a, being independent doesn't 

involve himself/herself for the completion of the action. It acts as the 

_coordinator for bringing other Kiirakas into the action. 

As, 

balakah datrna Iunati. 

'The boy cuts with a sickle'. 

Here, 'the boy' i.e. the agent, beings 'the sickle' into the activity 'cut. As 

compared to other Karakas,,..it- is the highest degree of means for the 

completion of the action. The decision to make any Karaka as karm~a 

depends on the speaker's intention. Like, 

160 P.2.1.32. 

161 P.1.4 . .42. 

(1) stha/yam pacati 

'He cooks in the pot'. 

(2) sthalyii pacati 

'He cooks with the pot'. 
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In the above sentences, the sthtili 'pot' acts as the adhikarGiya 

karaka and kara~w karaka in (1) and (2) respectively. To make a point, no· 

Karaka is predetermined as kara[la. On the basis of the speaker's emphasis, 

the kara~ta can also be Kartll. For instance; 

as if chinatti 

'The sword cuts'. 

In the above expression, asis 'sword' is the instrument but 

acts as the agent independently and emphasizing more for the completion 

of the action. 

Sampradiina: 

'The basic expression of the sampradiina is the recipient of the verb ~dii 'to 

give' . 162 Basically in such expressions, the agent, the accusative and the 

dative help for the completion of the action. But besides the relations of 

accusative and dative in syntactic level, sometimes on the basis of semantic 

condition, the dative itself is co-indexed with the agent and the verb. 

'In case of the verb ~rue 'to like', the person or thing that is pleased is called 

(• d- , 163 .. )ampra ana . 

e.g. 

devadatta in 

modakah devadattaya rocate. 

'The sweet ball pleases Davadatta'. 

'The thing desired of the verb ~sprih 'to desire' is called Sumpradiina'. 164 

162 P.l.4.32 

1 r'~ P.l.4.3, 

e.g.p~pa m 

puspevyah sprhayati . 
• 

'He desires flowers'. 
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'In relation to the verbal stems meaning, 'be angry', 'injure', envy' and 'detract', the 

person against whom anger etc. is directed is called sampradiina'. 165 

e.g. hari in 

haraye krudhyati. 

'He is angry upon Hari': 

Generally, sampradana is assigned in the transitive verb. But,' whenever 

the verb becomes the karma, even if, it is intransitive, then sampradana is 

connected with the action's connected thing. 

For instance; 

Patye fete 

'She sleeps for her husband'. 

Here, 'pati' and 'sayana' get Sampradiina and karma respectively. 

Even in semantic criteria, the karma and sampradiina are used optionally. 

'The verbs expressing motion, i.e. the place to which motion is directed, assign 

the znd and 4111 case to the object'. 166 

Apiidiina: 

e.g. 

see grama m 

gramam or grcunaya gacchati," 

'He goes to the village'. 

'A fixed point from which something departs is termed as apiidana'. 167 This 

fixed or starting point is of three kinds: 168 that in relation to which a 

movement is mentioned, that in relation to which the verb expresses the 

movement only partly and that in relation to which some movement is 

required . 

. A series of additional rules provide the semantic criteria for the expression 

of apadiina. In relation with the verbal stems meaning 'fear', 'protection 

from danger', the source of fear is called aplidana. 169 

165 P.1.4.37. 
1(,6 P.2.3.12. 
I (,7 P.1.4.24. 
!68 VP III. 7.136. 
169 P. I .4.25. 
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e.g. 

caw·a m 

caurebhyo bibheti 

'He is afraid of the thief. 

In cas~: of the verb par(~ji 'to be tired or weary of, that becomes unbearable is 

II d - l- 170 ca c ap(U ana. 

e.g. 

adhyayaniif'study' in 

adhyayaniit parajayate 

'He finds study unbearable'. 

Moreover. in other meanings, it governs a karma kiiraka as in 

satrim prajayate. 

'He conquers the enemies'. 

'The desired object is in apadana in relation to the verbal stems meaning 
' . ' 171 preventmg . 

e.g. 

yava 'barley' in 

yavebhyo gam viirayati 

'He prevented the cow from the borley field'. 

'In the sense of concealment, the person whose sight one wishes to avoid is called 
-d- 1 (72 apa ana. 

e.g. upadhyiiya 'teacher' in 

upadhyayad nilij;ate. 

'He avoids the sight of the teacher'. 

Also, 'the teacher gets apadcina for the case of formal teaching'. 173 

As, updhayay 'teaher in 

upiidhyiiyad adhite. 

'He learns from the teacher'. 

170 P.l.4.26. 
171 P.1.4.27 
172 P.l.4.28. 
173 P.l.4.29. 
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The prime cause of the agent of the verbal stemjan-' to be born' and the 

source in case of the · karta of the verb bhu 'to become' get apiidiina 

karaka. 174 

e.g. himalaya i!J, himalayad gangii prabhavati. 

The Ganga originates from the Himalys. 

Adhikarana: • 
'The locus of the performed act is adhikara~w'. 175 It indirectly helps the agent 

and the object to accomplish the action. On the basis of adh'iira abode' and 

upaslesa 'contact', adhikarm;a is of three kinds. 176 

a) Where the contact is not at all points. It is samyoga. 

e.g. 

kate aste 

He sits on the mat. 

b) Samaviiya: 

Here, the contact is at all points. 

(c) Vaisayika 

As, 

tilesu talam 

'Oil in the seeds'. 

Vaisayika is the contact which holds in the abstract level i.e. mental. 

174 P.1.4.30. and p.1.4.31. 
175 P.1.4.45 
176 VP. III. 7.149 

As gurau vasati 

'He lives with the guru'. 
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Chapter- II 
PROPOSITIONAL STRUCTURE AND 

THE VERB 





The Kiiraka which holds the relations between nominals and verb 

was discussed in the preceding chapter. But, how such type of relations are 

applicable in the propositional structure follow the discussion. The basic 

questions to be discussed the relations are: ( 1) what is proposition?; (2) 

propositional structure and actual sentence; (3) semantics in propositional 

structure; ( 4) propositional structure and generative semantics; (5) 

propositional structure and Kiiraka theory; ( 6) verb in syntactic 

~:onfiguration; (7) status of the verb in a sentence; (9) propositional 

structure and the verb; and ( 1 0) verb and its nominals. 

What is Proposition? 

In the mid' 70s, Modern (=western) linguistics looked into a 

semantically based grammar. This shift was motivated by an increasing 

recognition of the fact that a sentence is understood not in terms of its 

surface structure alone, and that crucial to this understanding are the 

relations that hold between nouns and verbs in the deep structure of 

language. 1 The idea of underlying or deep structure comes from the port

Royal grammarians. 2 The port-royal grammarians divided the sentence into 

two aspects: the inner aspect and the outer aspect. The inner aspect is the 

reflection of the forms of thought and the port -royalists represent this inner 

form in the format of prOpositional logic. Now, the question comes: what 

is a proposition? The term 'proposition' like 'fact' has been the subject of 

considerable philosophical controversy. Some authors think of propositions 

as purely abstract, but in some sence objective, entities, and others regard 

them as subjective or psychological and there are certain logicians who 

avoid them entirely. Despite all the controversy, Lyons has defined 

1 K. Kapoor,. 'Semantic structure and the verb', New Delhi: 1985, p.4. 

Ibid., p.S. 
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proposition as; "A proposition IS what is expressed by a declarative 

sentence when that sentence is uttered to make a statement."3 

Though proposition is an abstract entity but it is unreal. It exists in 

the mind of the speaker when he/she produces the sentences. And it holds 

the relationships between semantics level of the sentences. 

The constituents of the elementary propositions are termed as 

subject and the predicate. The term 'subject' is used in the analysis of 

grammatical functions to refer to a major constituent of sentence or clause 

structure, traditionally associated with the 'doer' of an action.4 But the term 

'predicate' is used in the analysis of grammatical functions, to refer to a 

major constituent of sentence structure, traditionally associated with a two 

pati analysis in which all obligatory constituents other than the subject are 

considered together. 5 

For example, 

ram:J gh:Jr:Jku g:Jla 

ram went home. 

Ram went home. 

Here, subject and predicate are marked by r'Gm'J 'Ram' and gh:Jr:Jku 

g :J!ii 'went home' respectively. 

The propositions can be represented through the simplest as well as 

the complex sentences. 

John Lyons, 'Senatics, vol.1', Cambridge University Press: 1977; p.141-142. 
4 David Crystal, 'A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, Bosil Blackwell; 1985, 

p.293. 

Ibid., p. 241. 
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As, in the case of simplest sentences: 

bal:Jk:Jti sue 

boy sleeps 

The boy sleeps 

s 

(P) 

Subj Pred 
bCJI :Jk:Jti sue 
'boy' 'slept' 

A complex sentence will have an embedded proposition: 

Subj 

mu 

'I' 

mu b1?1buchije mu b11ul 'Jte 
I think I wrong am 
I think that I am wrong. 

s 
I 

(P) 

v 

b"-b b h .. . a u uc l)e 

'think that' 

(P) 

Subj 

mu 

Pred 

'I I 'am wrong' 
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Propositional structure and actual sentence: 

The propositional structures are converted to actual sentences 

through some grammatical operations: rearrangement. addition. deletion. 

and replacement, which are levelled as grammatical transformation. There 

arc some instances in which the surface structure is very much like the core 

structure. 

Like; 

bai :Jk:Jti sue 

boy sleeps 

The boy sleeps 

Addition transformations add new structural elements to the core 

proposition where as deletion propositions eliminate elements from the 

core proposition. 

e.g. 

(1) mu bh -b h.. bh l a uc ye mu u :Jte 

I think I wrong am. 

I think that I am wrong 

(2) pendutiku mcir:J 

ball kick 

kick the ball. 

In example ( 1 ), the complement proposition gets attached to the core 

proposition by the addition or insertion of the complementizer as it is 

called,je 'that'. But in (2), the subject of the underlying proposition, 'you' is 

deleted. 

In replacement transformations, an element is replaced by a new 

structural element. 
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As, 

pi/a jieki p 11utbal k11ele 

boy who football plays 

The boy who plays football. 

In the above transformation i.e. from core propositions to actual 

sentences, some rules are obligatory while others may or may not be. Some 

of these rules precede other rules or one rule is to be applied before another 

is applied to produce acceptable and grammatical sentences. 

Semantics in propositional structure: 

So far semantics is concerned, Prof. K. Kapoor has divided the 

aspects of meaning under three heads6
: 

(a) Lexical semantics, 

(b) Sentential semantics and, 

(c) Utterance semantics 

Lexical semantics deals with the meaning of the vocabulary of a 

language but pragramatics or speech act semantics is known as sentential 

. semantics. On the otherhand, sentential semantics is the study of sentence 

meaning and meaning in relation to sentence structure. It may, more 

appropriately, be called propositional semantics. Such type of relation 

holds between nouns and verbs. In the propositionalstructure, this relation 

is reflected in the abstract level. But, when it is converted into sentential 

expression, the same proposition can be expresseq in different.sentences. 
' •• ~ ••• > '). J 

6 K.Kapoor, op.cit p.IO. 
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e.g. 

(1) pilati g 11 :Jr:Jku g:;la 
boy home went 
the boy went home 

(2) gaiti nxliku g:J!a 
cow river went 
The cow went to the pond 

Though, both the above sentences express different meanings they 

have the same propositional structure i.e., the given entity. A changes 

position/moves towards entity B. So propositions are defined as, 'abstract 

objects designed to represent semantic structure while ignoring syntactic 

and phonological form'. 7 Moreover, propositions exists in the speaker's 

mind holding the relationships between objects and events and acts as 

language independent. 

Propositional structure and generative semantics: 

So far we have discussed the semantic structure of sentences in 

terms of nouns and verbs. This is true of generative semantics and is also 

true of Fillmore's case grammar in which propositions are analysed as 

structures involving nouns -verbs relations or what he calls case relations . 

. The base structure of a sentence in this theory is modality proposition. 

Proposition here too, is a tense less set of relationships involving nouns and 

verbs .. 

In Chafe's system (1970), the verb is first analysed into types-state, 

action, etc. and each verb type thus has .a given number of nouns attached 

to it in given relations. Thus Chafe states, 8 

Neil Smith and Deidere Wilson 1979, p.l49. 
8 W .L. Chafe, 'Meaning structure of Language' Chicago: 1970; p.144. 
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' ..... a picture of semantic structure is which the typical configuration is 

that of a central verb accompanied by one or more nouns, each of which 

stands in some particular semantic relation to the verb ....... .' 

These two (patient and Agent) do· appear to play a more 

fundamental role in semantic structure than any other, a role which is tied 

to the basic specifications of a verb as state, process, action or action

process. They are, however, by no means the only relations which a noun 

can bear to the verb. 

Pr·opositional Structure and Kiiraka Theory: 

Apart from the Western generative semantics' concept, Panini has 

introduced such propositional relations among sentences m his 

grammatical treatise A~!CidhyifyT. Karaha theory represented as the 

propositional structure holds the relationship between nouns and verbs in 

the semantico-syntactic domain. So propositional structure can be adequate 

enough to be analysed in Pat:ini's Karaka theory. 

e.g, 

(1) sah 

he 

g;ham 

home 

He goes to home 

gachati 

goes 

(2) ramah bidyiilayam gachati 

ram school goes. 

Ram goes to school 

Here, both the sentences have different syntactic and phonological 

manifestation, but have the same proposition, i.e., somebody is moving to 

somewhere. 

Panini has explained such type of relations in Sanskrit. But, Karaka . 
theory, which is based on the noun-verb relation, is the foundation of all 
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semantically based models. This relation is the essence of logical analysis 

of sentences and of the conceptual analysis of the universe to which 

language gives expression. 

Verb in Syntactic configuration 

In the Indian Grammatical tradition, the terms iikhyata and dhatzi 

are used to mean the verb. In course of time, the term 'dhatu got restricted 

to root while Akhyata came to signify the verbal form. Yaska in Nirukta9 

de11nes akhyata or finite verb as 'bhiiva pradhanam' i.e. 'having becoming 

or action as its fundamental meaning'. For him, the verb denotes a change 

in state a state as in stative verbs, itself being a manifestation of such a 

change: purvapari bhutam bhavam akhyatenacaste ', 10 that is, a becoming 

or action arising from a former to a latter state is denoted by the verb. As 

contrast to verb, nouns are Siddha 'accomplished'. They have Sat tva or the 

static element as their meaning. nama and akhyata are represented as 

Vise.yya and kriya respectively while the Sanskrit term dhatu retains its 

form in Oriya language. 

Status of the verb in a sentence? 

There are extensive discussion in the Indian tradition on the issue; 

·which is primary in between the noun and the verb The Mimamsakas 11 

state that bhiivanii or activity is the primary entity in a sentence, and, even 

the state of being is nothing but activity. It is the activity that makes a 

person 'agent' or 'patient' or 'object'. The Vaiyakarana contends that, 

"Bhiiva which is but the meaning of the root is the primary entity, in the 

sentence ---" But the Nyaya school states that, 'in respect of his theory of 

verbal import maintaining that the noun in the nominative is the primary in 

9 Nir. 1.1. 
10 Nir. p.79. 
11 R.C. Pandey, "the Problem of Meaning in Indian Philosophy; Delhi-1963, p.167-68 
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a sentence, that only the nominative is free in a sentence, and thus all 

words in a sentence are suboridnate to it'. Prof. K. Kapoor 12 has put the 

following reasons for which the verb is the primary element in the 

sentence: 

(I) It is always present in the sentence. 

(2) It uniquely determines the number of co-occuring nominals. 

(3) . It indirectly determines the number and nature of subsidiary 

concepts (such as those denoted by adjectives) which may be 

present in a sentence. 

(4) It directly determines the nature of adverbial modifications, 

temporal and spatial. 

So verb can be summed up as the primary element which directly or 

indirectly determines the nominals, adjectives, adverbs and others 

elements in a sentence. 

What is the function of the verb in a sentence? 

So far the noun-verb reationship is concerned, basically the verb 

decides the number of obligatory nominals in a syntactic configuration. 

The configuration may be single nominal, or two nominals or three 

nominal or four nominals. 

Like the sentence, 

(a) pilati soila 

boy slept 

The boy slept. 

is a single nominal configuration, while the below sentence 

is a two nominal configuration. 

(b) pilati b17ata k17aila. 

boy nee ate. 

The boy ate rice 

'~ K.Kapoor, op.cit. p.26. 
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The configurations also varies from sentence pattern to pattern. A 

simple sentence has one configuration, while a compound or a complex 

sentence has more than one. 

Various factors involved to make the verb lek11 'to write' siddha or 

accomplished are represented graphically in the below. 13 

Cll 
c 
0 

Cll 
'l) ..... 
(':j ,... -

:.§Z 
:...4-< 
0 0 
' 0 
u 

RESULT N 
+TIME 

SUP -+.., + SPACE _ __...., TING ---+ + SING 
/ + MASC 

I 

/ +PAST 
.---------------------!-,: +COMPLETE 

+CAUSE 

Nl ,/ 
Performer ,, 
(+hum Jl. 

Ns 
Goal 

, , , , 

, , , , , 

... , , , , , 

I 

III 

INITIATOR 'N' 

, , 
I , , , , , 

I 
I 
I 

+human, 
+abstract I 

N2 
I 

, , , 
I , 

I 

RESULT , 
I 

N3 
instrument 

med urn 

v 
+SING 
+MASC 
+PAST 
+COMPLETE 

The first rectangle shows the root meaning; the second rectangle, 

which includes the fist, shows the meaning of the stem the third reCtangle, 

'-
1 I bid., p. 41. 
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which includes the other two, gives the Ii1eaning of the verbal form. It may 

be noted that only when we reach the third triangle, do we have the 

manifest verbal activity, and only then the particularities of nouns (SUP) 

and the verb (TING) get specified. It shows from this figure that the event 

'write' controls, determines everything in the total complex. 

Verb can be concluded that as the heart of the sentence in which it 

controls and determines the other elements in a sentence. In other sense, it 

is the meaning of the verb that determines the relationship that nouns bear 

to it and the number of such nouns. 

Propositional Structure and the verb: 

Propositional structure determines the number of nominals and the 

nature of relationships they hold in a sentence. Such type of syntatic 

configuration is constructed in the semantic level i.e., by the semantic 

nature of the verb. The meaning of the verb has two parts: 

(I) Operation or efforts and 

(2) Effect 

Operation and effect: 

'Operation' stands for the activities and efforts leading to the 

fulfilment of the event and the nouns involved therein. 14 The Indian 

grammarians use the term vyapiira for 'operation' and phal for 'effect'. 

Bhattoji Dikshit in his second karika of Sabda kaustub 17 defines the .. 
principles of verb root meaning as: 

(a) the verb root expressive of both effect and operations; 

14 Ibid., p.42. 
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(b) between the two, operation is primary because it is the operation which 

produces the effect; 

(c) The noun that performs the operation is kart a and the noun that 

independently manifests effect is put in the karma. 

All the verbs unrlergo the operation and effect process. The operation of 

the event cori 'to steal' brings the following activities: 

(i) thinking to get something. 

(ii) break the lock or door. 

(iii) enter to the room. 

(iv) search for things. 

(v) hold the things 

(vi) escape with the things etc. 

But the effect of stealing is changing the ownership of the property 

from one person to another. 

Now, the question arises between the verb roots having the sense of 

parispandan and a parispandan. 15 The verb roots having the sense of some 

. physical activities like lek1 'to write', rand1 'to cook' are called parispandan 

while verb rootes denoting some non-physical movement like dek1 'to see', 

sun 'to listen are aparispandan. 

Both the verb roots have i.e., parispandan and aparispandan 

operation as well as effect. 

Like, 

(1) ·h·z kh11 ·z see gote Clt l e l a 
he a letter wrote 
He wrote a letter 

15 Ibid., p.43 
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(2) ram a gita sune 
ram song listen 
Ram listens song. 

In the above instances, the operation and effect are explicitly 

manifested in sentence (1) while sentence (2) implicitly produces the result. 

The act of writing a letter involves a series of actions and the outcome is 

noticeable or visible by the actor or others. On. the contrary, listening 

something and how much the speaker is getting and what is its effect are 

known by the hearer only. Here, the agent acts as the 

actor/performer/experiencer of the effect. 

The two types of meaning i.e., operation and effect of some verb 

roots are presented in the below: 

(1 ) !l a 'to eat' 
Operation Effect 
(2) feel like eating something have something. 
( 3) decide to eat what 
( 4) bring the eatable things. 
( 5) prepare the food etc. 

(2)jit- to win' 
Operation Effect 

(i) decide to get something achieve something in life. 
(ii) go to the field 
(iii) practice in the field etc. 

(3) daud - ' to run' 
Operation 

(i) lack of time for the 
place to reach the destination · 
(ii) don't get other means to go 
(iv) think of physical condition 

( 4) ra/!7 

Operation 
(i) get something 
(ii) decide to keep whe.re 
(iii) ask the locus owner's permission 
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moving from one place to another 

'to keep' 
Effect 
Placing something in somewhere 



(i) Operation 
(i) holding down the throat. 
(ii) hitting with a sword. 
(iii)cutting the throat etc. 

(5) mar 

(in the sense of killing with a sword) 

Event and sub-event: 

'to kill' 
Effect 
loss of life 

The verb which is a culmination of an ordered events puts questions 

as: what sort of relationship holds between threse root sub-events and the 

root event? What those events arc for the realization of the verb? We have 

already discussed in the preceeidng section about the operation and the 

effect of the verb. The operation is a series of events which ultimately leads 

the effect. These operational events are sub-events and the representation 

of the produced verbal form is the event. 

The sub-events of the verb rand1 'to cook' can be presented in the 

following manner: 

(i) arrange the utensil, rice etc. 
( i i) bring everything to the kitchen. 
(iii) keep the fire alive 
(iv) put utensil, rice etc. on the fire 
(v) check for softening ofthe food etc. 

The event which holds there sub events is to get the cooked food. 

Like, 

ram b11at:J rand1ila 
ram rice cooked 
Ram cooked rice. 

In the micro level of the event, each sub-event itself denotes a 

collection of sub-events. For instance, the sub-event of (i) arrange the 

utensJI, rice etc. can be divided into: 

(i) go to the market and choose the utensil. 
(ii) produce rice. 
(iii) check the rice for not having small stones etc. 
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Moreover, it is to be noted that the order of the sub-events in fixed. Like, 

the cook can't check for softening of the rice, before putting the rice in the 

utensil. 

On the basis of semantic relationship between the sub-events and 

the events, it has been stated that 16 (i) the meanings of roots of sub-events 

and the events denoted by the verb root should be compatible, and (ii) the 

verb root should have inclusive reference, which means that the entailment 

relation should hold between the verb root and the sub-roots. So verbs can 

be divided semantically into events and sub-events in which event is the 

ultimate achievement of the agent. 

Obligatory elements in sub-events 

Event has two kinds of sub-events: some are obligatory and some 

are not. Each sub-event has at least one nominal in its substratum. When 

the sub:-event is necessary, then its nominals are obligatory i.e. the 

nominals help for the realisation of the event. 

se b11at:1 rand11 ila 
he rice cooked 
He cooked rice. 

The operation of the above sentence has: ( 1) the status of sub

events, (2) the nominal substrate of the sub-events and the function of the 

nominals, (3) the status of nominals with reference to the event, and (4) 

their status with reference to occurrence (5) in the sentence. Such 

relationship is presented in the below table: 

16 Ibid., p.47. 
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Oreration 

has:•w kus."''l1.1 

jogad.1 k ...... , 
'arrange utensil 

etc.' 

ru.wi gh .... ·.1lwun.1 
'brin!.! to the 

kit\en' 

niaj~la.1 'keep fire 
alive' 

nia up.Te s:im 
r.7k11.7'Keep utensil 

rice on the fire' 

t/'ai-:J dek11
-;, 'check 

the rice' 

Table 

2 3 

Status with Nominals and their 
reference to the functions 

meaning ofv-root 

entailed/necessary 'He' who arranges 
i.e. agent 

entailed/necessary 'He' who brings. 

entailed/necessary 'He', lights the fire. 

entailed/necessary 'He' who keeps 
everything on the 

fire'. 

entailed /necessary 'He' who checks 
the softening of the 

rice. 

4 5 

Status with Occurrence of the 
refeence to the nominals in the 
event rand" 'to statement 

cook' oblig/opt. 

oblig oblig 

oblig oblig 

oblig oblig 

oblig oblig 

oblig oblig 

The above table doesn't show the obligatory nominals in a setence. 

Rather it provides the conceptual framework of the verb root, That's why 

elements life fire, are not included in the above sentence. 

Spatial and temporal relations in sub-events: 

·se k 
h . 

ot :Jnr:J ceyarre 

he in the room on the chair one hour sat 

He kept sitting on the chair in the room for one hour. 

Between the two locative phrases koi:Jri:Jr:J 'in the room' or ceyare 

'on the chair', the second one is the inner locative or the integral to the verb. 

Because, sitting on the chair is very much attached to the agent as contrast 

to the 'in the room'. So the inner locative is obligatory for the sub-event of 

the verb b:Js 'to sit'. 
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Sub-events hold the temporal relations in two ways: (i) egocentric 

and (ii) event centered. The first one is related to the verb type where the 

second expresses the momentary activities of the verb. 

From the above discussion, i.e. the relations of operation and effect 

in the substrata and the temporal and the spatial aspects in the event can be 

presented in the below picture: 17 

Operation - sub-events 1----n. 
agent (s) of sub-events in the Operation 

Substrate of 

effect 

egocentric 

~temporal -=--
Setting (nature of event) . ~ --..._____. event-centered 

· spatial ~general 

event specific 

As a whole, the verb falls into two parts: (I) the conceptual core, and 

. (II) the setting - spatial and temporal. The conceptual core is analysable 

into two parts - (I) the operation of the event, and (II) the effect of the 

operation. The conceptual core is realised through 'operation and effect' 

and then the whole acquires a spatial and temporal setting. The setting of 

the above structure is represented in the below table. 

17 Ibid., p.52. 
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SI.:TTING 

CORE 

Operation Effect 

Substrata 'Substrata' 

Time Place 

Verb and its nominals: 

A proposition is the composition of the number of nominal 

expressions and the relationship of the nominal expressions to the verb. 

The former one deals with the optimum expansion and the later one is the 

obligatory elements of the event. The following section will sort out the 

questions: what is the optimum expansion and how obligatory elements are 

derived from the optimum expansion in a propositional structure? 

Optimum expansion: 

Optimum expansion is the maximum number of elements that can 

appear with the verb. 

Consider the verb rood rand1 'to cook' in the following possible 

sentence: 

I It 2 b 3 . b .. ,h 4 . h .5 . b .T-1e . ram:J ta apama pm e :JU ny:J K usz paz :Jn paz :Jnut 

atitl17yar:J rs:Jr:J s:Jhit:J s:Jhit:J r:J8s:Jr:J sahit:J g:Jt:Jka
9li ta sang rosei l :J

10
re 

b .1 • 1/h bh I 2 . k .1 :Jt1Ut szg r a t:J rosez :Jta. 
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Eh 1! Ram2 cooked rice 12 for his parent's 3 sake and for his own 

happiness4 for hari5 in a vessel 7 with silvers8 with much hospitality6 

yesterday9 vsery quickly in his frineds kitchen 10 itself. 

The above statement has one verb rand' 'to cook' along with eleven 

nouns and one adverb. The meaning function of these nouns and the adverb 

can be generally described as: 

I -he 'Eh' 

Addressee 

(to) ·whom the statement is addressed. 

2- ram'J 'Ram' 

who does the action 

3 ..:... ta bapama (pai) 

'his parents' 

(for) whom, in whose interest the action is done. 

4. nij:J k17usi (-pai) 

'(for) his own happiness' 

ri1otive of the doer of the action. 

5 h;;ri (pai) 

. '(to) Hari' 

'towards whom the production of the action is directed. 

6 b:Jhut atit"yar:J (s:Jhita) 

'(with) much hospitality' 

7 k:xiei (dyara) 

('with) a vessel' 

the instrument used in the actiou. 

8 r:Js:Jr:J (S:Jhit:J) 

:(in) silver' 
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'the medium related to the instrument of action'. 

9 g:Jt :J kafi 6'esterday) 

time when the action was performed. 

I 0 rosei gh:Jr:J (re) 

·in) the kitchen itself 

II b:Jhlll sighr 

·very quickly' 

manner of doing the action. 

12 b"at:J 

'rice' 

·Production of the action 

The above descriptions are the answers of the below questions 

1 . Who is the addressee of the statement? 

2. Who is the doer of the action? 

3. What purpose does the doer have in mind? 

4. What is the motive of the doer in undertaking the action? 

5. Whom does the doer have in mind as the goal of his action? 

6. What attitude does the doer bring to bear on the action? 

7. With what instrument does the doer perform the action? 

~. With what type of instrument does the doer operate? 

9. At what time, did the action take place? 

10. At what place did the action take place? 

11. In what manner did the doer perform the action. 

12. What is the production of the action? 

The nominals express the 

1. ADDRESSE 

2. DOER 

3. PURPOSE 

4. MOTIVE 
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5. GOAL 

6. ATTITUDE 

7. INSTRUMENT 

8. MEDIUM 

9. TIME 

10. PLACE 

11. MANNER 

12. PRODUCT 

of the action denoted by the verb root rand' 'to look'. The 

nominals represent not only the semantic structure of the verb but also 

the structure of thought. On the basis of the str~cture of thought, the 

following relations can be the MAXIMUM EXPANSION for verbs: 
I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

I 0 . 

.11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

. 
Who 1 

Who2 

Why 

What 

about what 

what with 

what in 

whom 

with whom 

for whom 

to whom/what/where 

from whom/what/where 

how 

where 

when 
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Besides the above fifteen, there is derivational conceptual extension 

providing two kinds of WHO: the initiator who is also the doer and the 

doer who is not the initiator. 

+ INTIATOR 

WHO= DOER --------

---------------
-INITIATOR 

As a whole. the MAXIMUM EXPANSION of the verb can have 

seventeen functions. 

Obligatory structure of the verb: 

The above instance makes it clear that the maximum expansion of 

the verb is not possible to be expressed by the speaker. So the maximum 

expansion is reduced to the minimum obligatory structure of the verb. But, 

the question strikes into the analysists mind: how such reduction takes 

place in the verb structure? Western linguistics' the notion of verb-valence 

provid criteria for distinguishing obligatory and optional elements. In 

valence grammar, the notion 'valence' was defined syntactically, but was 

applied to a semantically based syntax, the categorical syntax. 18 

For example, 

bh d1 } . ram a at a ran uc u. 

Ram rice cooking. 

Ram is cooking rice 

Two nominals i.e., ram 'Ram' and b17ata 'rice' are syntactically 

represented with the verb rand' 'to cook'. The verb can be categorized as 

2N valued verb. Though cooking rice is impossible without the 

instrumental relation, but it is syntactically omissible. So, it is the verb~ 

valence that determines the obligatory or optional elements of the verb. 

18 H.Gunther, "Valence in categories syntax', IN Werner Abrachom (ed.),l978,p.l51. 
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Obligatioriness, optionality and specification: 

Obligatoriness is oftwo kinds. 19 

(I) Conceptual or logical: The .element which is obligatory without 

which the event denoted by the verb cannot be ralised. It may or may 

not be explicitly expressed. For instance, de 'to give' requires (i) one 

who gives, (ii) something given, (iii) to whom the thing is given. 

(2) Syntactic: The elimination of the element which leads to a different 

conceptual structure is called syntactic obligatory. In the case of the 

verb root dek17 'to see', if the object is not mentioned, the verb becomes 

different. 

Optionality is also oftwo kinds: 20 

(I) An element may or niay not be explicitly mentioned although it is 

obligatory. This is no non-occurrence. For instance, the instrumental 

phrase for rand1 'to cook'. 

(2) The elements which are freely addable to all, may be conceptually 

obligatory but on account of its tree addability donot serve to 

distinguish verbs. Consider the spatial dimension of the event rand1 'to 

cook' 

se 

he 

. h 
roszg :Jre 

kitchen 

bht dl h. a :J ran uc z. 

nee cooking 

He is cooking rice in the Kitchen. 

Element that are obligatory for all verbs but need not be specified 

are categorized as specification of the elements. 

'
9 K.Kapour, op.cit. p.59. 

20 Ibid., p.60. 
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Tests for obligatory nominals: 

The valence grammer has developed three major tests to identify 

and establish the obligatory elements: ( 1) the elimination test, (2) the 

addability test, and (3) the fixed position test. 

(1) Elimination test: Such type of test is used to check two things: 

syntactic obligatoriness and occurrence potential. When the element can be 

eliminated, then it is optional. But the elimination is not allowed for the 

case of obligatory elements. 

For instance, 

(1) se gate bag17 
:J deJ!' ila 

he a tiger saw 

He saw a tiger. 

(2) se dek'ila 

he saw 

He saw. 

Though both the sentences have the same event dek!' 'to see' but 

sentence (2) provides different conceptual structure. Sentence ( 1) shows 

.the directions of the event while the direction of seeing is not specified in 

sentence (2). 

What is the relationship between 'conceptually obligatory' and 

'syntactically obligatory' element? All syntacticat'ly obligatory elements 

are conceptually obligatory; but all conceptual obligatory elements need 

not be syntactically obligatory. 

Occurrence potential test decides which element can be optionally 

omitted in the surface structure, regardless of their conceptual status. It can 
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also be used to test the hierarchy of relationship, the degree of closeness 

between the verb and its nominals. Considers the below instance: 

Se bJjarJru 

he market home commg. 

He is coming from market to home. 

Here, out of the two spatial points i.e., bJjarJ 'market' and ghJrJ 'home', 

home is more liable to omission than the element market 

(2) Addability test: 

For such type of operation, the question IS: 'Is the element X 

addable to every verb?' If the answer is yes (Y), the element under 

question is optional. But if the answer is No (N), the element under 

question is obligatory. Spatial and temporal dimensions are freely addable 

to all verbs. 

(3) The fixed point test: 

The fixed point test can be called the conceptual obligatory test, 

· where the obligatory element may or may not be explicitly expressed. 

When the sub-event is necessary, its nominals are obligatory. And optional 

sub-events lead to optional nominal. 

Test for obligatory nominals of the verb rami' 'to cook' 

The following tests will be employed to get the obligatory nominals 

from the OPTIMUM EXPANSION of the verb root rand1 'to cook': 

( 1) Entailment Test for conceptual obligatoriness. 

(2) Elimination Test for omissibility. 
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(3) Addability Test for free/constrained addability. 

Our decision procedure for the test is: 

Test 1 Entailed YES (Y) 
NO(N) 

Test 2 Omissible YES (Y) 
NO(N) 

Test 3 Addable YES (Y) 
NO(N) 

The key to the system is: 

For a specific verb: 

Is the element x 'conceptual obligatory? 

If'Yes', 'is it syntactically obligatory? 

or is it syntactically omissible? 

If' no', is it freely addable? 

or addable to specific sub-classes. 

It can be presented as: 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

+oblig. 
- oblig. 
- oblig. 
+ oblig. 
- oblig. 
+ oblig. 

~ syntactically oblig. 

/oncept. oblig\ 

I conceptually oblig. Syntactically omissible. 

~ freely addable 

- concept oblig 

~not addable. 

The key to 'conceptually obligatory' is. 

Is the element X. 

(a) specific to the verb. 

(b) substratum of a sub event entailed by the verb, 

(c) such that its elimination leads to another event. 
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The nature of elements that co-occur with the root rand1 'to cook' in 

its optimum expansion are: 

I. he 'Eh' 

2. ram:> 'Ram' 

3. Ia bapama (pm) 'for his parents' 

4. nij:Jk"usi (pai) '(for) his own happiness' 

5. h:Jri (pai) '(to) Hari' 

6. b:Jhut atilyar:J (s:Jhita) '(with) much hostitality' 

7. kxlei (dyara) '(with) a vessel' 

8. r:Js:Jr:J (s:Jhit:J) '(in) a vessel'. 

9. g:Jt:J kali 'yesterday'. 

10. rosei gh:Jr:J (re). '(in) the kitchen itself 

II. bchut sig11r 'very quickly' 

12.b11at:J 'rice'. 

In the following table, the elements are placed in rows according to 

their number, and each element is judged by the three criteira: 

obligatoriness, Ommissibility and addability (columns). There are four 

obligatory expressions, non. 2,5, 7 and 12. Only one of them (2) is non

omissible, and all the four among eight elements that are not freely 

addable: 
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I. 
1 

"' .), 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 

Table 

Nature of nominals with randh 'to cook'. 

Test (I) 
conceptually oblig 

(Entailed) 
N 
y 
N 
N 
y 

N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 

Test (2) 
Omissible (Eiiminable) 

y 

N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

YIN 
y 
y 
y 

Test (3) 
Addable (Addabiity) 

y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
y 
y 

N 
Decision Procedure: 

Test I N=NO 
Y=YES 

Test 2 Y=YES 
N=NO 

Test 3 Y=YES 
N=NO 

Notes on the Table: 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

-oblig. 
+ oblig. 

Omissible 
Not omissible. 

Freely addable to all verbs. 
not freely addable to all verbs. 

Element 1. The element No.I, he 'Eh' is the vocative expression. It 

has no relation to the verb root and is freely addable. It can be omitted 

without affecting the conceptual structure and the meaning of the verb. 

Element 2. ramo 'Ram' is obligatory in the sense that the event 

can't be accomplished without the DOER. It is the only non-omissible 

clement. The doer is not freely addable to all verbs. 

tree fell down. 
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The tree fell down. 

Element 3. The third element 'for his parents' is an expression of 

PURPOSE. It is not freely addable to all verbs. 

Element 4. This element shows the expression like element 3. 

Element 5. This element is closely associated with the resect of the 

action, b11at;:, 'rice' by the doer. It is omissible and not freely addable. 

Element 6. This sixth behaves like the third and the 41
1i element. 

Element 7. The element kxlei dyara 'with a vessel' expresses 

instrument. It is omissible. Though a high percentage of verbs take the 

instrument, but the instrument is not freely addable to verbs. 

Element 8. The eighth element expresses the type of the instrument. 

It is neither obligatory nor omissible. It is not freely addable to all verbs. 

Element 9. This element expresses the Time of the event. Though 

Time is obligatory, but it is not specific to a verb or a class of verb. It is 

omissible. The TIME dimension is not freely addable; it is obligatorily 

addable to all verbs. 

Element 10. The tenth element rosei gh:Jr~ (9re) in the kitchen it 

self is an eppression of SPACE or place. It is not obligatory but freely 

addable. 

Element 11. This element 'very quickly' expresses MANNER. Like 

9,1 0, it is a coordinate of events. 
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Element 12. The clement b11
at:J 'rice' expresses the PRODUCT of 

the event as its effect. It is the substratum of the effect and is therefore, 

obligatory. It is omissible and not freely addable to verbs. 

The below graphic structure provides the obligatory and optional 

clements of the verb rand' 'to cook'. Whose optional and obligatory 

clements arc linked with broken and straight lines: 

Product 

Manner --------------------· 

Place,,-'' 
--_,, 

Time 

Address 

Doer 

/ ,,,,,,,,,· Purpose 

/,,,,,'' ------- Motive 
,~' --------------

rand' 'to Linked object 
cook' '',,,,,,, 

! ~ ---------Altitude 

Instrument 

Medium 

The below table presents the number of obligatory elements for the 

120 verbs of our list. 

Table 

No. Of obligatory Nominals. (Verbs from our list are identified by 

their serial numbers in the list and ( ( ) ) shows that verb has two 

meaning and therefore, two different analysis) 
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IN-Valued 2N-valued 3N-Valued 4N-Valued. 

3,4,5,6, ( 17), 18 I ,2,8, I 0, 14, 9,11,12,13, (17),19 

26,31 ,33,46,57, 15, 16,20,21 ,22, 19,28,30,(39). 49,54, 

60,(86) 23,24,25,2 7 ,32, 42,48,51,52, 55,61' 

34,35,36,37,38, 53,58,59,63, 62,65-67, 

39,40,41 ,43,44, 68,(72 ),(73 ), 70,71, 

45,4 7 ,50,56,64, 74,77,80,81 75,83, 

69,(72),(73 ), 76 82,84,85, (92),95, 

78,79,(86),88, 87,89,90 98,99, 

91,97,120. (92),93,94, 100-102, 

96,103-113, 114. 

115-119 

14 40 46 20 
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Chapter III 
RELATIONS OF PROPOSITIONAL 

. STRUCTURE 





Propositions are defined by both the number of nominal expressions 

that co-occur with the verb and the nature of the relationship they bear to 

the verb. We have noted in the preceding chapter that only obligatory 

nominals along with the verb define the propositions. On the basis of 

obligatory nominals, there are four classes of verbs, and accordingly four 

propositional types: IN valued, 2N valued, 3N valued and 4N valued. 

From our sample of 120 verbs, thirteen (13) are IN valued, forty one ( 41) 

are 2N valued, forty six are (46) 3N valued and twenty (20) are 4N 

valued. But, if all the verbs have fixed nominals, then what is the need to 

define the propositional structure? 

Need to define the obligatory nominal: 

Consider the following examples: 

L ram:J soil a. 

ram slept 

Ram slept 

2. gaditi r:Jhila. 

Vehicle stopped 

Th~. vehicle stopped 

3. ram:J p:xiig:Jla. 

ram fell down 

Ram felldown. 

Though all the above sentences have IN valued verb, but in the first 

two sentences i.e. sentence (l) and (2), ram:J 'Ram' and gadi 'the vehicle' 

are semantically related to their respective verbs in different ways.: In ( 1 ), .•. 
'Ram' is the performer or doer of the event sleeping while 'the vehicle' is 

not the doer in sentence. (2). In other way, 'Ram' and 'the vehicle' are 
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manifested as animate and inanimate respectively. So the semantic features 

of both the sentences can be represented as: 

ramJ- 'animate; doer' 

gadi- 'inanimate; involved: 

The nominal 'Ram' appears in both sentence (I) and (3 ). but they 

have different functional rleationships. Both the sentences can be 

interrogated as: what Ram does and what happens to Ram? 'Ram' in 

sentence. (I) consciously decides the action of sleeping while falling down 

is an unconscious action of 'Ram' in sentence (3) On the other side, 'Ram' 

can be treated as the initiator and the patient in both (I) and (3) 

respectively. So the relationships 'Ram' bears with the verb are: 

I.a ramJ-' animate; doer, initiator' 

3 .a. ram:-l-' animate; doer, patient'. 

The obligatory nominals are needed to be defined because the 

propositions having the same number of elements may differ from each 

other semantically. 

Kiiraka theory in relation to Propositional Structure of Oriya verb: 

The Karaka theory which has been defined in lenght and depth in 

chapter ( 1) provides the relationships of the nominals with the verb. Even 

Berend Faddegon has noted 1: "By Karakas, Pagini understands the logical 

or ideational relation between a noun and a verb, or more precisely 

between an object and an action .... ". Karaka theory specifies that he nouns 

enter into specific relationship with each other to accomplish or realise a 

Barend Faddegon, Studies on Panin's grammer. Verhandelingen der koninklinjke 
Akademic van Wentenschappente Amsterdam, Niewwe Reeks (VKA WA), 1936; 
p.18. 
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given event. So PaQinian Kliraka theory can be apt for the analysis of the 

relations of the nominals with the verb in Oriya language. 

What is the nature of relations? 

Though the event plays the central role for deciding the nominals, 

but it doesn't have its own existance. It is realised by the nonimals only. 

Like, the event b:Js 'to sit' doesn't reflect any entity unless it is attached 

with the nominals. b:JS 'to sit' can be realised in the representation like, 

ram:J b:JSila 

ram sat 

Ram sat 

So an event IS a particular configuration of objects at a gtven 

moment in time. 

The nature of the things is that they are co indexed with the event to 

be manifested in the external reality. 

Consider the event lod 'to cover'. 

ram:J muhku k:Jp:xlare ghodaila 

ram face cloth covered 

Ram covered face with cloth. 

g11od 'to cover' is a 3N valued verb: Three nominals that co-occur 

with it are: 

Nl ram'J 'Ram' 

N2-- k:Jpxla 'cloth' 

N3--- muh 'face'. 
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Without the above entities, the event covenng doesn't have 

existence. So, to realise the event, it needs a particular interrelation of the 

three nominals. 

ram:> 

muh = g11od'to cover'. 

k:>p:>da 

Apart from a fixed number of nomina Is, to accomplish an event. the 

nominals must be linked or connected mutually in some specified way. 

That means, when 'Ram' wants to cover his face with the cloth, he first 

brings the cloth and keeps it on his face. The link between the three 

nominals can be presented like 

ram:> 'Ram' {

USES 

kap:xla 'cloth' 

WORKS WITH 

and the goal of his effort 'to cover the face', which comes into 

being as result of the effort. 

u ram'J N I ----->-------N3 muh 'face' 

s 

L2 t E TO COVER 

s kap:xla 

This can be presented in the abstract level as: 

Nl 
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ENTITY USER ----.IIJo ENTITY PRODUCED 

l i 
ENTITY USED 

A nominal can be manifested in different ways for the realisation of 

the event. Even, one nominal can realise a multiplicity of relations and the 

same relation may be realised by a number of nominals. 

Consider the examples below. 

l. bhat:J r:Jnd7a I h. 1euc z. 

nee cook 

Rice cooks. 

2. se b17at:J ku ~~~ "! ca z a. 

he nee tested 

He tasted the rice. 

3. se bhat:xl yara b h· :Jncuc z. 

he nee by living 

He is living by rice. 

4. se bhat:J tharu h. asuc z. 

he nee from commg 

He is coming from the rice 

5. se bh at:Jre pani d 7alila. 

he nee water nee 

He poured water in rice. 
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The nominal b11at:J 'rice' can be agent, object, instrumental, ablative 

or locative. 

The event 'kill somebody with something' can be represented by 

several nominals for the instrumental relations. 

As, 

se taku marila hat:Jre 

he him killed cakure 

:nts :xi' :Jre etc. 

He killed him with a hand 

a knife 

medicine etc. 

All the nominals have powers or Sakti to enter into specific 

relationship with each other to accomplish the event. The representation of 

a particular thing to a specific relationship with each other is decided by 

the speaker's intention. As Bhart~hari says2
, "Speaking of something as a 

means is a matter of the speaker's intention". The term used is vivaksha, 

which is defined as "the intention or desire generally of the speaker with 

"regard to the sense to be conveyed by his words".3 Prof. K. Kapoor states4
; 

"the nominals have the 'potential' to figure in various relations, and the 

speaker has the freedom to 'invest' a nominal with a particular relation, the 

number and nature of such relations is determined uniquely by each event 

and is maximally determined by all event". 

VP. III.7. 

V.K.Abhyankaer, A Dictionary of Sanskrit grammar Baroda, Oriental Institute, 
1977, p.361. 

K.Kapor, op.cit. p.85. 
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The existence of relations raises the question; how many relations 

arc there? 

Types of relations: 

As we have already discussed in the preceding chapter (chapter I), 

there arc six types of powers or relations, which help for the realisation of 

the event. The relations are shown in the below: 

I. Se soila. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

he slept 

He slept 

se b17at:J rand'i!a. 

he nee cooked 

He cooked rice 

se h . 
c urzre amb:J 

he knife mango 

He cut the mango with a knife. 

se g1:Jru asila. 

he home came 

He came from home. 
-·1" 

se ram:Jku b:Jhi dela 

he ram book gave 

He gave book to Ram. 

se 

.... 
KART A 

KARMA 

katila. 

cut KARAN A . 

APADANA 

SAMPRADANA 

'• 

he 

gram:Jre 

village 

r:Jhe. 

live AD HI KARAN A 

He lives in the village. 

On the basis of the above relations;' two points evolve: ( 1) different 

entities may represent the same relations' and (2) every entity can represent 

these six relations. 

Consider the following examples: 
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(i) se amba 
h . c urzre katila. 

he mango knife cut 

He cut the mango with a knife. 

(ii) se luha niare tataila. 

he Iron fire melted 

He melted the iron with the fire. 

Here, though the instrumental devices differ, but the relations of the 

propsoitional structure remains the same. 

The entity ram'J 'Ram' has the potential to realise the six relations in 

the following instances: 

(i) ram a soila. 

ram slept KART A 

Ram slept 

(2) mu ramaku b11 al:Jpae. 

I ram like KARMA 

I like Ram 

(3) mu ram a dyara bahiti paili. 

I ram book got KARAN A . 
I got the book through Ram 

(4) mu ramaku gote bahi deli. 

I ram one book gave 

I gave a book to Ram. 

(5) mu ramatharu asuc11
• 

I ram commg APADANA 

I am coming from Ram 

(6) mu ram at" are rahuc11
• 

I ram staying ADHIKARANA • 
I am staying with Ram. 
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Kartii relation: 

Whatever the speaker chooses as the independent, principal and 

absolute source of action is Karla or agent.5 Sanskrit grammarians describe 

Karla as a semantico-syntactic category. There are three kinds of agents 

identified in the Indian Grammatical Tradition. 

a. Pure agent, 

b. Promptor agent, 

c. Object agent, 

Consider the following exampes. 

(i) se ph:Jrila 

he swam 

He swam. 

(ii) ram:J taku p:Jraila. 

ram him swam. 

Ram caused him to swim. 

nee cook 

I h. 1eux z. 

Rice is being cooked. 

In sentence (i), the karla se 'he' realises the event p:Jrila 'swam' 

independently. So, the Karla is denoted as the pure agent. The prompter 

agent i.e., ram:J 'Ram in sentence (ii), called as helu, is the nominal that 

prompts another nominal to act as the agent. Such agency is represented in 

two ways: 

(a) constructions with verbs which have a corresponding intransitive and 

(b) causative constructions. 

P.1.4.54. 
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Like, 

(iv) se taku calaila 

he him walked 

He made him walk. 

(v) se Ia dyara tiari eka 

he him by made one 

He got a toy made by him' 

toy 

pail a. 

got. 

The third kind of agent is represented in sentence (iii) where bhat 

'rice' is really the object of the verb rand' 'to cook'. Here, the subject of the 

event cooking is not mentioned. So, the object becomes the grammatical 

subject. Such type of grammatical subject is called Karma Kartii 'object

agent'. 

We have already discussed in the preceding chapter, the semantic 

analysis of the verb root meaning: operation and effect. hi. the operational 

stage, the source of the effort may be initiated or non-initiated 

For instance, 

(i) ramo hasila 

ram laughed 

Ram laughed. 

(ii) bahiti h:Jji gala. 

book got lost 

The book got lost. 

Here, ram'J 'Ram' and bahi 'book' act as the agent or performer of 

the event. But 'Ram' initiated the action of laughing and the book gets itself 

lost spontaneously, is termed as non-initiated. Such relations can be 

represented in the diagram below: 
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Source of effort 

Initiated 

Event 
I 

(Erfect) 

Non-initiated 

( + performed) 

Besides the above classification there are five kinds of SOURCE 

for event i.e., five kinds of Kartii relations. 6 

For instance, 

(i) se calibaku ar :Jmb17 :J k:Jla. 

he walk started. 

He started to walk. 

(ii) ram:J k:Jbat:J !!'oli!a. 

ram door opened 

Ram opened the door. 

(iii) se ram:J dyara k:Jhat:J k17olalia. 

he ram by door opened 

He got Ram to open the door. 

(iv) se pxlig:Jla 

he fell down 

He fell down 

Taking consideration of the above sentences, the sources of the 

Karta can be defined in terms oflnitiator, Performer, Affected as: 

K.Kapoor. op.cit. P. 98 
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1. (i) se 'he' - rnitiator J 
~erformer 

Affected 

2. (ii) ram'J 'Ram'- Initiator 

Performer 

3. (iii) se 'he'- ( Initiator J 

4. (iii) ram'J 'Ram' -(Performer J 

5. (iv) se 'he'- ~Performe~ 

LAffected j 
The five kinds of Karla relations can be presented in the bellow 

diagram: 

Event 

Source (Effect) 

Initiated Non-Initiated 

( + perfo mer) 

+Performer -Performer 

±[+Effect] 

±[+Effect] 
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We now present a tabulation of our verbs according to the kind of 

source: 

Table 

INITIATED NON-INITIATED 

.-' 

Initiator Initiator Perfonncr Affected Object 
Performer Affected 
Affected Performer 

12,16,33,47, 28,29,30, 15,17,18,26, 13,14,20,21, 1,2.3,4,5, 

54,655, 49,50,51 ,52, 3436,39 22,23,24,25, 6,7,8,9, 

56,57,58,60, 53,53,67,68, 27,32,43,44, lOll, (102) 

61 ,62,63,64, 70,71,72,73, 
:~"' 45,76,78,79, 

65,66,84, 74,75,77,80, 88,91,97, 

86,89 81 ,82,83,85, 

87,90,92,93, 

94,95,96,98, 

99, I 00,101, I 02, 

I 03, I 04, I 05, I 06, 

108,109,110,111,112 

113,114,115,116,117,119, 

Karma relation: 

What which it is intended should be must affected by the act of the 

agent is called the karma or the object. 7 This entity may be affected in any 

one of the different ways. Like the kart a relation, the karma relation is also 

a semantico syntactic category. The Indian Grammatical Tradition 

recognises seven kinds of objects. But all the seven categories cannot be 

p.1.4.49 
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described semantically. As Bhartrhari says about the twelve verb roots that 

these entities "become objects because no other name has been taught for 

thcm".8 The other instance says that which was earlier some other Kiiraka 

relation is also treated as object when it appears in the presence of some 
• • 9 

prcpos1t1on. 

Besides the above two, the other live kinds of objects can be defined 

semantically. And here, three classes of objects arc identified. The first one 

i.e. that which is most desired to be attained is divided into three subject 

types given in below: 

4. 

8 

9 

10 

(a) Product: 

1 ·"· lk11 "l - ram:J Cit tte e 1 a. 

Ram letter wrote 

Ram wrote a letter. 

(b). Modification 

2. Cl.t17t"ku ram:J 

ram letter 

unn :Jti k:Jla 

improved 

Ram improved the letter. 

(c) Destination: 

3. h .1. ram:J g :Jr:JI(,u g:Jla. 

ram home went 

Ram went to home 

The second one states which is attained but not the desired object. 10 

g
11
:Jr:Jku jaul1iba s:Jm:Jyre se g"as:Jku c 11uila 

home gomg time the grass touched. 

VP. III. 7.72 

VP.III.7.46 

VP.II1.7.46 
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While, going he happened to touch the grass 

The third one says that what the agent dislikes also gets karma 

k- k II ara a. 

5. se bis:Jku 

He poison 

kh., ca z a. 

tasted 

He tasted the poison. 

In the above sentences, cit;1 'letter', cit~1 'letter', g 11 :Jr:J 'home', g"as:J 

'grass' and bis'J 'poison' are semantically assigned the karma karaka in sent 

(I), (2 ), (3 ), ( 4) and ( 5) respectively. 

Apart from the semantic classification, the notion of effect held. in 

the event raises two questions: ( 1) kinds of effect, and (2) direction of 

effect. 

II 

1. Kinds of effect: 

Consider the following examples 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

VP.III.7.46 

se gote i' :Jr :J b :Jnaila. 

He a house made 

He made a house 

se g11:Jr:Jku 

He house saw 

He saw the house 

se h g :Jr:Jku 

detila. 

bh '! angza 

he house destroyed 

He destroyed the house 
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Here, ghara 'house' is the karma karaka. But, the manifestation of 

'the house' varies from one sentence to other. Sentence. (I) represents an 

entity that comes into being as a result of the operation of the activity. 

while sentence (2) represents an al~eady existing entity i.e .. the hearer 

presupposes the existence of g11ara 'the house'. 

The effect of sentence (I), (2) and (3) shows very much different 

from each other where the house undergoes a change in sentence. (3) 

Prof. K. Kapoor, on the basis of the effect ofthe karma notes: 

"An already existing entity that undergoes the operation of the 

event, may as a result be changed or remain unchanged. We will call the 

entity that changes as AFFECTED, and shall reserve the familiar term 

OBJECT for the entity that remains unchanged. And the entity that comes 

into being as an effect of the event may be called RESULT". 12 

Such type of relations can be represented as: 

Effect 

• 
Creating Non-creating 

(RESULT) 

Changing merely involving • • AFFECTED OBJECT 

Direction of the effect: 

12 K.Kapoor. op.cit. p.I07 
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The effect is distributed over both the initiator /performer and the 

object. 

For instance; 

se b"at:J rand'ila. 

he nee cooked 

he cooked rice. 

2. b11at:J r:Jnd'ahela. 

nee cooked 

The Rice was cooked 

Sentence (I) has initiator /performer while there 1s no 

initiator/performer but only affected in sentence (2). Semantically, b"at:J 

'rice' is assigned as the karma karaka. 

Apart from the kinds and the directions of the effect, the effect has 

also some nature. The nature of the effect can be palpable, tangible or not. 

Such type of events are given in the table below. 

List of verbs showing the three dimensions of effect 

Table 

Verb Kinds of Direction of Nature of 
effect R.A.O 1/P+-V~A P/non-P 

1 b:xi (24) 'grow' R <V p 

2. b:Jh (26) 'flow' 0 <V-> p 

3 )in (30) 'win' 0 <V p 

4 b:Jnd (33) 'stop' A <V p 

5 bu/ (51) 'understand' 0 <-V-> non-P 

6 d~- (34) 'be scared' A <V p 

7 cal ( 65) 'walk' A <-V p 

8 de (71) 'give' 0 V> p 
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9 dell (73) 'see' 0 <-V -> non-P 

10 /l'a (74) 'eat' A <-V -> p 

11 kah (75) 'say' 0 V-> p 

12 p:xi (84) 'read' 0 <-V -> non-P 

13 kat (88) 'cut' A <-V p 

14 bana (93) 'make' R V-> p 

15 lek11 (92) 'write' R V-> p 

16 rand' (94) 'cook' (i) A/R V-> p 

17 t:Jr:Jl (97) 'melt' (i) A <-V non-P 

(ii) ~ 

18 pxar (101) 'ask' 0 V-> p 

19/ak( )'tire' A <-V p 

20 p''ut (18) 'erupt' A <-V p 

21 :Jnub11h kar (Ill) 'feel' A <-V (->) non-P 

Karana relations: 
• 

PliiJini defines the Kara~w 13 as "that which is especially auxiliary in 

the accomplishment of the action'. Bhartrhari says, 14 when, after the . 
activity of something the action is meant to be conveyed as accomplished, 

. then that thing is said to be the instrument". From the above notion, the 

relation of kara'!-a with the event can inquire into (i) karal}a as obligatory 

or adjacent; (ii) karana as general; (iii) karana as specific; (iv) karana as 
~ . . 

the closest accessory of the event; and (v) linkage of instrument and 

initiator/performer. 

11 

14 

(i) karana as obligatory or adjacent: 
' 

P.1.4.42 

VP.III.7.96 
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All.relations are accessories in the accomplishment ofthe event but 

the instrumental relation is especially so be it is temporarily closest to the 

event. Like 

(i) ram:J gate . hi 
ell penre lek17ila . 

Ram one letter pen wrote 

Ram wrote a letter by the pen. 

(ii) ram:J b11at:J rand'ila. · 

Ram nee cooked 

Ram cooked rice.· 

Both, the above sentence, the event tell' 'to write' and rand' 'to 

cook' is accomplished by the instrument. But sentence. ( 1) explicitly shows 

'the pen' while sentence (2) implicitly shows nia 'the fire' as instrument. In 

other sense, the instrumental relation is temporarily adjacent to the event 

!ell' 'to write'. Such type of relations of the entities with the event depend 

on the speaker's intention. 

(ii) Kara~Ja as general: 

All the accessories of the event can be specified as the instrument 

e.g. 

ram 

ram 

I h. ca uc l. 

walks. 

Ram walks 

Though the above sentence doesn't specify the instrument, but Ram 

himself realises as an instrument walking. All_ the accessories of the 

accomplished events are the instrument whether they are explicitly or 

implicitly mentioned in the sentence. 
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But some natural phenomena like ut11 (16) 'rise', phut (18) 'erupt' and 

b:Jh (26) 'flow' don't allow the instrumental relations. 

(iii) Kara'Ja as specific: 

The expression of the instrument depends on the speaker's intention. 

When the speaker wants to emphasize the instrument in the propositional 

structure, then it is manifested in the entity-event relations. 

Like, the relation of ita 'brick' in 

ram:J itare g" :Jr:J tiarik:Jla. 

Ram brick house made. 

· Ram made the house with bricks. 

Apart from the general and specific relations, broadly the nominals 

that realise this relation fall into four classes in instrumental types with the 

first and the third further divided into sub-groups. 

Limbs. 

/ 
I. body parts sense organs. 

~ 
internal organs. 

2. natural entities. 

Concrete. 

3. Tools 

non-concrete 

4. materials 

(iv) Karana as the closest accessory of the event: . 
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Among the accessories, Kara~w is especially auxiliary because the 

action is accomplished immediately after the activity of the instrument. The 

initiator decides the doing of the event but ultimately, the instrument 

realises the event. In this way, it separates the initiator from the event. 

There is an interval between the initiator's decision to do something and the 

actual accomplishment of that something and this interval is filled with, at 

least, the employment of the instrument. Despite the most effective means, 

the instrument doesn't become an accessory until it is employed by the 

initiator. 

Consider the case of c11uri 'the knife' in the following instance. 

katila 

ram knife mango cut 

Ram cut the mango by the knife. 

( v) linkage of instrument and initiator/performer: 

Instrumentality is a relation that holds uniquely between the initiator 

nominal and another nominal. Initiator can alone control ·the instrument. 

Instrument relation thus separates the initiator relation from all the other 

relations, including the object relation with which it otherwise shares the 

property of being superordinate. One aspect of the close linkage between 

the instrument and the initiator is that instruments can be perceived and 

_ ·expressed as initiators in their own right. 

Consider the following example. 

(1) ram g:Jr:Jm f:Jr:Jtaila 

Ram heat ICC melted 

Ram melted ice by heat. 
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(2) garam baraph 

heat ICC 

taralala 

melted 

Heat melted the ice 

Though, in both of the above sentences, garam 'heat' acts as 

instrumental, but the instrumentality of heat can be expressed as 

initiator/performer in sentence (2). 

Sometimes, out of two instruments, one acts as initiator and other as 

instrument. 

Like, 

nia nija garamare luhakutaralaila 

N3 

fire with its heat tron melted. 

The fire melted the iron with its heat. 

N 1 and N2 hold the instrumental relations, with the event melting. 

But, 'fire' is the performer and its 'heat' is the instrument. 

Verbs from our list that allow the instrumental relation (i.e. verbs 

bearing the following serial numbers in our list allow the instrument 

relations): 

5,7 ,13,14, 15,19,20,21 ,23,24,25,28,29,30,32,37 ,39,42,43,44,45,49,50 

,51 ,52,5 3 ,54,55,56,57 ,58,59 ,60,61 ,62,63 ,64,65,66,67 ,68,69 '70, 71 '72, 73,7 4, 

75,76,77 ,79,81 ,82,83,84,87 ,88,90,91 ,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99, 100,101,102, 

103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,119, 
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Sampradiina relations: 

'That factor in the act of giving which sought to the reached by the 

thing given is called sampradiina ..... ". 15 such type of relation can be 

manifested in the following instance. 

ram::> taku gote b::>hi dela 

ram him a book gave 

Ram gave him a book. 

Here, the initiator nominal (N I) makes effort to reach N2 with N3. 

In this case, N2 may be described as the receiver or the recipient. When 

between the initiator and the object and another nominal, a link of 

'direction towards' is established, then the nominal at the end of the 

direction is in Sampradiina relation. 

Initiator/object ------7 x sampradana 

Sampradana relation has been distinguished in the following 4 sub- · 

types. 

(i) Transfer 

(ii) Direction (source) 

(iii) Direction (effect) 

(iv) Limit 

(i) Transfer: 

15 VP.III.7.129 
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The direction from the initiator /object to the third entity can be 

actual and non-actual. Concrete entity is represented as actual while non

actual represents the abstract entity. 

Like, 

(I) ram:J taku gote b:Jhi de/a. 

ram him a book gave 

Ram gave him a book. 

(2) ram :J taku git:J "k'l "I s1 01 a 

ram him song taught 

Ram taught him singing. 

The trnsfer of the objects b:Jhi 'book' and gitd 'song' represent the 

concrete and abstract entity respectively. 

(ii) Direction (source): 

Consider the following example 

(i) sit a ram:Jku cinhila. 

sita ram recognised 

Sita recognised Ram 

(ii) ram:J sitaku ta git:J poi /!'usihela. 

ram sita his song become happy 

Ram pleased Sita for her song. 

The question 'towards/for, 'whom/what' is the 'effort of the initiator 

instended can be put in the above sentences. The answer will be the 
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initiator's indirect link with the entity other than the verb. So, 'Ram' and 

'Sita' hold the sampradana relations with th,e initiator/object and the event. 

(iii) Direction (effect): 

As contrast to the Nl/N2 ---7 N3 direction, the following sentence 

will have in reverse direction. 

Like, 

taku 
h' g :Jr:J mi/ig:;/a. 

Nl N2 

him house found 

(To him) he found the house 

The Nl taku 'him' is not an initiator/performer but the recipient. So 

the direction of the event is 

Nl~------------ N2 

(iii) Limit: 

There are certain events involving movement, the idea of movement 

needs to be expressed. 

For instance, 

se sefaru et'aku asila. 

Nl N2 N3 

He there here came 

He came from there to here. 

The event as 'to come' has two limits N2 and N3 expressed by 

apadana and sampradana respectively. 
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Verbs from our list that allow the sampradana relation (i.e. verbs 

bearing the following serial numbers in our list allow the sampradana 

relations): 

17,29,35,40,41 ,42,48,54,55.61.62.64.65,66,68, 70,71 ,75, 77, 8 2, 85, 

92 .I 00. 103, 106 .114 '117 

Total number of verbs that allow this relation arc twenty seven. 

Apiidluw relations: 

Pai)ini defines, 16 a noun whose relation to an action is that of a fixed 

point from which departure takes place is called apiidlma or ablation 

Consider the examples below. 

(I) se b:Jhiru :xll "· p auc 1. 

he book teaching 

He is teaching from the book. 

(2) n:xli ti pahad:Jru asuxhi. 

river mountain coming down 

The river is coming down from the mountain. 

The fixed points, in the above sentences are b:Jhi 'a book' and 

pahad~ 'the mountain. 

The fixed point doesn't mean literally 'fixed' but fixed in the sense of 

being a reference point for the movement or separation. Like 

He horse fell down 

16 P.l.4.24. 
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He fell down from the horse 

The horse is not the fixed point rather the reference point from 

where he fell down. This fixed point is, therefore, a starting point; unless 

there is a starting point there cannot be departure or movement. 

Types of starting point: 

Starting point is divided into three types: 

(a) That in relation to which actual movement is expressed. 

Like, 

"· se garu asux z. 

He villagecoming 

He is coming from the village. 

Here, the initiator /performer actually moves away/departs from the 

village. 

(b) That in relation to which there is separation or distancing. 

e.g. 

se talaru l ·k" ·z ga z az a. 

he him got scolding 

He got scolding from him. 

Unlike the former one, the starting point ta 'him', here, vanes 

conceptually. The scolding may be defined as the momentary. 

C. That relation to which there is, first, mental contact which 1s 

followed by separation. 
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Such type of relation can be distinguished into three sub-types 

which follows the discussions. 

Consider the sentence below. 

se b"ut:Jku d:Jrila. 

Nl N2 N3 

he ghost scared 

He got scared o the ghosts. 

Here, the association ofNI se 'he' and N2 b"ut 'ghost' produces the 

state d:Jr 'fear;. The notion 'fear' arises from N2 and permeates Nl and Nl 

as a consequence mentally withdraws from N2. So, the departure point of 

the abstract entity b11ut 'ghost' holds gets the apadiina relation and such 

type of separation is mental. Other verbs belonging to this group are: 

b:;yst:J 'worry', har (19) 'be defeated',pa (49) 'get'. 

Though the second type of relation expresses a mental withdrawal, 

but this separation is actual. Like, 

Nl N2 

he him escaped 

He escaped from him. 

In the above instance, the source of the separating point is not in N2 

ta 'him' but in Nl se 'he'. Nl actually moves away form N2. As contrast 

to the former one, this relation has actual movement. Other verbs 

belonging to this group are: b:Jnd (33) 'stop', pxar (67) 'ask', mag (101) 

'seek'. 
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The third type separation is on axts other than that of spatial 

dimension. The two entities are brought together and are separated from 

each other in terms of qualitives, attributes, properties etc. 

e.g. 

se tat"aru b17 :J!J :Jte. 

he him good is 

He is better than him. 

The two entities' i.e., se 'he' and ta 'him' properties are mentally 

brought together. Then, one of them is ni.ade the reference point. From the 

reference point, the other entity is separated through the qualities, 

attributes, properties etc. 

Where the sampradana represents the limit at one point, apiidana 

also has a limit at other point there is a set of verbs, lie, a (54) 'come' and 

ja (55) 'go) involve the notion of limit. 

e.g. 

se setharu 

he there here 

He is coming from there to here. 

. h. 
asuc z. 

commg 

The verbs of our list that take the apiidana relation, i.e., 28 verbs are 

being listed here by citing their serial numbers: 

17' 19,25,2 7,29 ,30,31 ,33,34,36,49 ,54,55 ,58,61 ,62,64,65,66,67, 70,83' 

84,89,96, I 00,101,102. 
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Adltikarana relation: .. 

The locus ofthe action is adhikarana 17
• In the adhikarana relation, a . . 

linkage is established between the locative nominal and the initiator or 

object. Such linkage can be divided as general and specific. All material 

object are supported by space and, to that extent, even in a mental event 

like b11ab (52) 'think', the initiator is supported by space. But a 'locative 

event' intrinsically requires a locative 

like, 

(i) se kot'' arire eha cinta kala. 

he room this thought 

He thought of this in the room. 

(ii) se ceyarre b:;si/a. 

he chair sat. 

He sat down on the chair. 

In activities like ut" (16) 'rise/climb', an rah (47) 'stay', b:JS (56) 'sit', 
bud (38) 'drown' etc take either the Initiator 

Performer 

Affected 

entity that comes in contact with the locative nominal. 

The contact between the nominals realising the initiator object 

relations on the one hand and the nominal realising the locative relation on 

the other can be of two kinds: (a) conjunction, and (b) inherence. 

For instance, 

(a) se masinare basic17i 

he mat sit 

17 P.1.4.45 
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He is sitting on the mat. 

(b,) '" b .I ·" "· 1 aK ure :Jnut nut a x 1 

sugar much sugar is 

(There is) much juice (is) in (the) sugar cane. 

Where the relation is one of inherence, as in (b), the contact is at all 

prints; where there is conjunction, the contact is in parts as in (a) above. 

We present below a representative list of verbs showing the two 

fl . I . I!; aspects o ocatlve re at10n: 

(I) the entity whose contact is sought to be established: 

or r (Performe~ or [A (Affected~ 

~ (Affected)j j 

I (Initiator) 

P (Performer) 

A (Affected) 

(II) the nature of contact, INH (renee) or CONJ (unction): 

Table 

Locative Relation 

1 
2 

3 

4 

ul ( 16) 'rise/climb' 

r:Jh (47) 'stay' 

b:Js (56) 'sit' 
bud (3 8) 'down' 

18 K.Kapoor. op. cit. P.ll6. 

I 
Entity located 

[i] [ ~ l [A] 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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II 
Nature of Location 

CONJ INH 

+ 
+ 
+ 
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5 thia (12) 'stand' + + 
6 b17 :Jr (28) 'fill' + + 
7 p:Jr (63) 'swim' + + 
8 bistar (89) 'spread' + + 
9 b11 :Jr (93) 'load' + + 
10 r:Jfi (99) 'place' + + 
I I mis 'mix' + + 
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Source Effect· 

... 
(I) 

"0 ... E 0 (I) .... .... ... u (;j c.8 
u 

·~ 
::s (I) 

:€ ..... Vl B c (I) (I) - Q., -< 0:: 0 

2 3 4 5 
ho ... 

2 ho 
3 s:Jjag no 

4 dad':Jho 

5 duk11i ho 

6 kahar:Jho 

7 nil:J ho 

8 th;,nda ho 

9 keut"are ho 

10 Kebe ho 

11 p:xi:Jho 

Table 

PROPOSITIONAL STRUCTURE 

Locative 

c .g 
u 
c 

c ::s 
0 '2 ·.::: 0 
u u 

(I) c .... u ::s u ...... ...,., 
::s c ~ 0 0 "-' CllU UJ 

6 7 8 9 

Instrument 

10 
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:E 
c: 
UJ 

II 12 13 

Sampradana 

c 
.~ 
u 
~ 

Ci 
I 

(I) 
u ... 
::s 
0 

C/) 

14 15 

E 
...J 

16 

E 
2 

u.. 
I c: 

(l) 

E 
(l) 

> 
0 

~ 

17 

Apadana 

E 
2 u.. 
c 
.~ 
(:5 ... 
<;I 
Q. 
(I) 

C/) 

<;I 

a 
u 
< 

I 
c 
0 :z 

E 
...J 

~ -c 

18 19 20 

THE EXAMPLE 
SENTEI\'CE 

ram:J .-te- 'Ram be' 

b:xl'ui .-te - 'carenter be'. 
ram:J s:Jjag ."te - 'Ram is 
alert' 
churiti dad';, :Jte - 'knife 
is sharp'. 
se duk" i :Jte - 'He is 
unhappy'. 
l.T:Jti tar., :Jte- 'It is his 
house'. 
k:i:11n:Jti nii:J :Ke- 'pen is 
blue'. 
l :r., t" :Jnda :Jte - '(It is) 
cold in the house'. 
kant" :re k::ma ."te 
'(There is) a hole in the 
wall' 
kali c11uti :Jte 
'Tomorrow is holiday' 
b:Jhiti sethare p:xli xh -
'The book is tying there' 
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12 /'iu set"ia he/a- 'He stood'. 
13 cir k."'p.<.lati k.1111are cirila -

'cloth got torn with 
thorn. 

14 mar se taku marila - 'He 
killed him.' 

15 p''ut p''ul :Jti ratire p"utila -
'Flower blossomed in 
the night. 

16 ut" surya:J purv:J dig:Jre 
ul'ile. - 'The sun rose in 
the east'. 

17 pxl se pxli g:Jla - 'He fell 
down'. 

18 p''ut jvalamukhi phuti gi:Jla -
'The vocano erupted' 

19 har se k"el:Jre hari g::Jla- 'He 
got defeated in the 
game. 

20 sud':Jr se n:Jtnrtar:J s :Jhit:J 
sudhir g::Jla 'He 
improved with 
politeness' 

21 h:ii pani p::i':Jr:Jtiku etharu 

- h:J!ai del a 'The stone 
moved from here with 
water. 

22 bxi:Jl ram:J katha juddhr:J g:Jti 
bxl:iaidela. 'Ram's 

23 Ghur 
speech turned the war'. 
panidyara p::i' :Jrcti 
ghuri g::Jla - 'The stone 
turned with wind'. 

24 b.xl' Pilati khir;,re \pdhuchi - ' 
The child grew with 
milk'. 
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15 t/'ang dai:Jti " g.x· .?l·u 
b"angigc/a - 'The stem, 
broke of the tree'. 

26 bd' n:xli b.7hu .rhi - 'The 
river is flowing. 

27 JI':JS b h'. " k" . . .1 111 et aru :JSI g.71a • 
'The book slided from 
here'. 

28 b":Jr se tanki ku paipre 
bhxi/a - 'He filled the 
tank with a pipe. 

29 p:Jh:Jnc ram:J ghxu sku! ku 
b:JSre p:Jh.,-e p:Jh::H1ci 
g:ia . 'Ram reached 
from home to school by 
bus'. 

30 }in se tasku cesre jini g:ia • 
'He won the chess ofT 
him'. 

31 hcy penti h.?ji g:J!a . 'The 
pen got lost'. 

32 }it - kag.'?jtJti ::i'a dyara 
jodig:?/a- 'The paper got 
joined with gum.' 

33 b:Jnd ramtJ b."Jrrd he/a - 'Ram 
stopped' 

34 d:Jr ram:taku d.-ri g.ia . 
'Ram got scaired of him'. 

35 bhul se e cithitiku bhuli g.ia • 
'He forgot this letter'. 

36 /:Jb se ta dyara /:Jbxi g:ia 
• 'He got worried (by) 
him'. 

37 suit - pani k"xare sul!'i g:ia • 
'water got dried with 
sun'. 
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38 bltt.i se J•wnre hue if g :va • 'HI? 

dO\\'Ill'd in \\'ater'. 
39 bistar g:·m/.1 ,\' ."lh /1{1("' histari 

g.'llct The smell 
sprcaded every where'. 

40 mil raku pen mili g:ia - 'he 

41 b":xJ 
(to win) found the pen'. 
k:Jnta taku b"ed:J kda -
Thrn pricked him'. 

42 ahatit:J se k:Jnta dyara aghadit:J 
he/a - 'He got an injUiy 
through the nait. 

43 b:mdno p:Jb:m:re k:Jbat:Jti b~1d 
hoi g:ia - 'The door shut 
with wind'. 

44 s:p"a ho nia dyara j:mg:i:xi 
sqia hoi g:ia - The 
jungle got cleaned with 

- fire'. 
45 sukhiho se cakiri k" :Jb:?r;) poi 

suk1'i hoi g:>la - 'He 
became happy with 
getting the job result. 

46 ar:Jinb11:Jhu b::x-sa ar:Jmb" :J he/a -
The rain started' 

47 r:Jh - se k:Jt:Jkre r:Jhuc"i - 'He 
lives in Cuttack'. 

48 byaghat:> 
., 

se abyasa dyara 
b"yaghatit:J he/a. 'He - ;got afflicted with the 
habit. 

49 pa taku nij:J bh :i:> kam:> pai 

-· Lok:mk:X' aru s:Jman 
milila - 'He received 

respect ,f~~~pple on 
account'his·goocfdeeds'. 
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50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 
61 

bu/' 

jan 

a 

ja 

so 

ul' 

k:Jh 

h:JS 
daud 

3 4 5 6 7 s 9 

-
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i9 20 
se ei kam.1ku raji he/a -
'He accepted this work'. 
sadhu 

ak11ire 
b ••·t UJ I e 

nij :J/' :Jtr_utiy:J 
egh:Jt :Jhaku 

'The Saint 
understod this matterss 
with his internal eye'. 
se ehakv nij:J ;m:Jn:J 
dyara b11abile - 'He 
thought of this with his 
mind'. 
k:Jhi nij:> k:Jkp:Jnare 
chaku )anile - 'The poet 
thought of this with his 
imagination'. 
se toenre sel'aku el'aku · 
asile. - 'He came from 
there to here by train'. 
se elrenre etharu sel'aku 
g:Jie - 'He went from 
here to there by train' 
se badi dyara b:JSi g:Jie
'He sat down with a 
stick'. 
se soi g:Jie - 'He sat 
slept'. 
se badi dyara ul'i g:ie
'He got up with a stick'. 
se nij.? patrie chaku 
k:Jhile - 'He said this 
thing with his own 
mouth'. 
se h:>sile - 'He lea~ted'. 

- se etharu sel'aku niji \ 
god:Jre daudi/a - 'He ran 
from here to there with 
his own legs'. 



_, 4 6 7 

63 p:Jr 

64 ud 

65 cal 

66 gurund 

67 pxar 

68 dak 

69 nac 

70 sik"a -
71 De 

72 Sun -

8 q 10 II I~ 13 I-I I~ f() 1"7 
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18 f'l 20 
·''-' L'llwru .Kihuf..u gute 
hudin.! dt!gilu 'He 
jumped from her to there 
with a stick'. 

b k" . se gnte tu re po · .Ttre 

p:Jrila - 'He swam in the 
pond with a tube'. 
c:Jdeiti nij:venare udila 
- 'Tite bird flew with its 
wing.' 
se ~tharu sel'aku niji 
godere calila 'He 
walked from here to 
there with his feet'. · 
kit:J etharu se l'aku n~ii 
godere gurundila - 'The 
insect creepid from here 
to there with its legs'. 
se taku niji pat ire presn:J 
p."Carila. 'He asked him 
this question with his 
own mouth'. 
se teliphonre taku dakila 
-'He called him by 
telephone'. 
se nije god::re nicila -
'He danced with his feet' 
se taku driving manual 
dyara sik"aila- 'He 
taught him driving with 
the manual'. 
se taku niJt hatcre 
b:~:Jdela • 'He gave him 
the book with his own 
hands'. 
se ehaku niji ken::re 
sunila,- ~lWt"t\eard this 
with his own ears' 
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73 Dek" sc e igh ttJI :ma nij:1 
ukhire dekhilu 
He saw this incident 
with his own eyes. 

74 k"a - se tiniti roti nije het:re 
/!'ail a - 'He ate three 
rotis with his own hand' 

75 k:Jh se taku eha nije jiv:re 

k:Jhila - 'He said this to 
him with his own 
tongue' 

76 p11ul pani niare g:r:Jin he/a -
'The water after all 
boiled with fire' 

77 Cihnn se bino colar re tik" :1 ku 
ol cinhila - , 'He 
recognised the peak with 
binocular' 

78 bxl' kathare l:Jt:JI1ati b:xihi 

g:ia 'The matter 
increased with talk' 

79 /!'ol k:Jbat:Jti hat:re k"olila 
'The door opened with 
hand' 

80 Sung - se p"u!:Jku nak:re 
sunjila 'He smelt flower 
with nose' 

81 Cal!' se nije jiv:JI·e t:r:Jk.ari 
cak11iya 'He tasted the 
curry with his tongue' 

ulal - taku bd:mdire 82 se gote 
paniru ulalila 'He took 
him out of water with a 

. - rope' 
83 Tan - - gote r:JSire gudiku se 

tanila 'He pulled the kite 
with the string' 
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84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

dh 
PJ 

k11oj 

r:Jng 

kat 

g11unc 

i'od 

b:Jna 

rand' 

bun 
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IG i i iS i9 20 
se c ;"!!,· .1111ure b d1it i 

p:.J'ila 'He read the 
book with the spectacles' 
se nije hat:11·e suci ko 
k11ojila 'He searched the 
needle with his hands' 
se s :Jnl :J}'O s :Jhila 

b:x1.1laila 'He changed 
with time' 
se kag:?i:Jtiku nil;, rangre 

r:Jngaila' He coloured 
the paper with blue 
colour' 
p:Jb;,n::re gx" :Jti 
katihe/a 'The tree got cut 
by high wind' 
se efaru lunca ila -
'He shifted from here' 
'se chabiku k:Jp:xlare 
lodaila 'He covered the 
picture with the cloth' 
ghasa.? k11 Jare j:Jlig:Jla 
'Grass got burnt with 
heat' 
se nij :J k:Jl :JniJe 

k.?bitaku le!l'ila 'He 
wrote the poem with his 
pen' 
se it are l..,-:Jti b:1naila. 
'He built the house with 
the bricks' 
se gyos re 
rand'ila 'He 
food with gas' 
se mecirl ''r~ :miter ti 
bunile. 'Sje knitted the 
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96 t''el se gediku hat . .,·e /'elilu. 
'He pushed the vehicle 
by hand'. 

97 t:Jr.? b " :11' :T.I[J g:'#','J/11 re 1.1r. t 

The snow melted with 
heat 

98 b":r se kar ku trkre kren 
dyarq b";,·i/a. 'He 
loaded the car in a truck 
with a crane'. 

99 r:Jk" se camx dyara k":xaku 
roti up:re r:Jk"ila 'He 
put pickles on the bread 
with a spoon'. 

100 bik se b:Jhiku nije hat:Jre 
taku biki dele. 'He sold 
them the book with his 
own hands'. 

101 mang se ram:J ku nije patire 
eita pai magi/e. 'He 
asked him for this with 
his own mouth'. 

102 kim - se tapai eib:Jhiti nije 
hat:re kinile. 'He bought 
this book of him with 
his own hands'. 

103 sahajy:J k:r se paisa dyara taku 
sahajy:Jk:Jle. 'He helped 
him with money'. 

104 gruna k:r se taku hrud:Jy.'?Y:J s:Jhit:'J 
grunak:Jre. 'He hates 
him with his heart'. 

105 prem:Jk:Jr se taku hrud;yy:Jr:J s:Jhit:J 
prem :J k:Jre. 'He loves 
him with his heart'. 
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106 k"usi k,..,. se wku k.-i'are k"usi 
k:Jia. 'He pleases him 
with words'. 

107 b"" k g:) lr,? ,..,,. se dril dyara gat:> ku 
:Jb"" g tr k:Jla. 'He 

deepened the hole with 
drill' 

108 k:Jr se nije hrud:;y:Jr:> s~it:J 
p:x/'ibaku cesta k:Jia. 
'He tried with his heart 
to study' 
se taku hrud:;y:Jr:J s~ii:J 
bisyasa k:>la. 'He 
believed in him with his 
heart'. 

109 bisyasa k:Jr - se taku hrud:;yar:> 
s :'hi 1 ."15 :Jnde h ::ic:i a. 'He 
doubted him with his 
heart'. 

110 s:.mdeh:Jk:Jr se ta duhk11:> hrud~·ar:> 
:Jnuh1

' :Jb:> k:ia. 'He felt 
his sorrow with his 
heart' 

Ill :Jnub" :Jb:> k:Jr - se taku ta hrud~•ar:> 

s ::i1it :> p:>s :Jnd k::ia. 'He 
liked her with his heart'. 

112 p:>s:Jnd k:Jr se taku lon dyora 
:'117us :Jt1d' an:> k:ia. 'He 
found out about him 
with telephone'. 

113 :Jnus :Jncf anc k:Jr - se hrud~·ar ::JS ~it :xaku - dekha k:Jribaku pr:Xinga 

k:ia. 'He promised him 
visit with his.heart'. 
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114 pr'1/ inga k:Jr -
115 nisp:Jti k:Jr 

- -
117 ca -
118 drusy:Jno 

119 c:Jia 

120 keol'i no 
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se san/."1111 .'ll1.7ro.: j ibuku 

cilua k ."l/a. 'He decided 
to go with cool mind'. 
se aus."'d':J t~rara piba 
c11adi de/a 'He gave up 
drinking with 3 

medicine'. 
se iaku to hrud.~'ar., 

s:Jhit:x:ahe 'He \\!ants her 
with his heart' 
binocular dyara red fort 
drusy.1 he/a. 'with 
binoculors the red fort 
became visible'. 
se g"adiku gote hat.Te 
calaila. 'He drove the 
car with one hand' 
ram:J s:>bul'are :tc. 
'Ram is every where' 





CONCLUSION 





The present study, basically analysed two issues: 

(i) The number of nominals in the propositional structure and 

classified the verbs according to these. 

(ii) The nature of these nominal elements and their relationships 

to the verb. 

In addition to the above issues, it has been argued that propositions 

having the same number of obligatory elements may have widely different 

properties on account of the nature of relationship that holds between the 

nominal expressions and the predicate. 

The first chapter defines Karaka as the means of accomplishment of 

an action. From philosophical point of view, the Karaka lies in the 

substance (dravya) holding different powers which act as the agent of the 

accomplishment of an action. Such type of power is called Sodhana or 

means. But, grammarians define it by the configuration of substance and 

case ending, which helps in the accomplishment of an action. Nyaya school 

states that Karaka is the relationship of nouns and verbs in a sentence. The 

major grammatical concepts, dominant in the Karaka theory are governors, 

vibhakti, abhihita, and anabhita. The conjugational affix fi!J, the primary 

affix krt, the seconday affix taddhita and compunds samiisa are the forces 

of a case affix. The six kinds of pratyaya passes through the 

morphophonological processes. It seems that Ka1:aka section is the only 

section of Ao¥{adhyayT, which deals with the syntactic representation of the 

language. But, such representation is manifested by phonological, 

morphological and morphophonemic devices of language. The word 

meaning and the sentential meaning are manifested in the Karaka theory. 

The meaning of a sentence is the meaning of the individual words in 

it as systematically connected with one another. This sentential meaning 

cannot be located in the individual words in isolation. Besides the 
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philosophical and linguistics aspects, Karaka theory also holds the socio

cultural aspect of India. 

In the second chapter, we have argued that the underlying semantic 

structure, in semantic models, is a propositional structure. Such 

propositional structure, for an event, is a specific configuration of a .given 

number of nominals. In Oriya, such configurations are IN-valued, 2N

valued, 3N-valued or 4N-valued. Each nominal in the propositional 

structure holds a particular relation to the verb. 

The nominal element and the verbal element are the two primitives 

in the propositional structure. Between, the noun and the verb, the verb is 

primary. Because, it uniquely determines the number of nouns that can co

occur with it. The verb root is divided into two parts: (i) operation and (ii) 

effect, this approach is founded on the fact that each verb denotes a series 

of sub-events. Moreover, it may be noted that what determines the 

propositional structure is the verb root. 

Verbs can have optimum expansion and obligatory nominals. In 

optimum expansion, the nominals represent not only the semantic structure 

of the verb but also the structure of thought. But, obligatoriness enables us 

· to classify events according to the number of elements they take. A 

conceptually obligatory element may or may not be syntactically 

obligatory, while syntactically obligatory element is always conceptually 

obligatory. 

In third chapter, we have discussed the nature of nominal elements 

in relationship with the verb. A proposition is defined by two things - (i) 

the number of nominal expressions, and (ii) the relationship of the nominal 

expressions to the verb. A careful distinction is made, and maintained by 

U?, between the nature of relation and the semantic properties of nominal 
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realising the relation. Here, Bhartrhari's dictum, such relations are only six • 
is applied. We converted the Kiii·aka's theoretical model into an 

applicational model and then applying them consistently and rigorously to 

the facts of Oriya. 

We also posited and established sub-types of the other relation, 

which are in the below: 

(i) Two kinds of Source: initiator and performer 

(ii) Three kinds of Effect: affected, result and object. 

(iii) Three kinds of Locative: source - conjunction, effect -

conjunction, and source-effect inherence. 

(iv) Four kinds oflnstrument: limbs, tools, entities and materials 

(v) Four kinds of Sampradana: transfer, source-direction, effect

direction, and terminal. 

(vi) 
-~ ;, 

Four kinds of Apadana: movement from, separation-from, 

non-actual movement/separation and initial limit. 

A language model based on noun-verb relations is very careful for 

pedagogy, translation, contrastive lexicology, and cognitive psychology. 

Such models are being applied and evaluated in these and related areas in 

the west. But, if we develop such a model in India, it will be useful to 

describe/analyse the actual descriptions of language. As a whole, the 

theories and models of the Sanskrit grammarians can be evaluated and 

developed through critical and rigorous application to contemporary Indian 

languages. The powerful model developed by Indian grammarians, is 
. 

reasonable to expect be applied/ analysed to all languages. It not only 

provides for the language specific features but also for language universal. 
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The model, applied in the present study, can be further applied in 

the following areas: 

1. Feature specification of relations. 

2. Logical relations that hold between proposition types. 

3. Pragmatic analysis of propositions, and 

4. Applicational studies of languages and/or literary texts and/or 

communication acts to evaluate and validate the model. 
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APPENDICES 





Appendix- 1 

This is the list of 120 representative verbs of Oriya that we have 

referred to in the study for the events they denote. In the preceding 

chapters, we have identified verbs by their serial numbers, and in the 

tables, we refer to the verbs only by the serial numbers they bear in this 

list. 

I. ram:J (proper name)+ ho 'Be (someone)' 

2. kehi (common noun)+ ho 'be (somebody)' 

3. s:Jjag (quality adjective)+ ho 'be sharp, alert' 

4. dad' (Property adjective)+ ho 'be sharp'. 

5. dulti (experimental adjective) +ho 'be sad'. 

6. kahar:J (possessive adjective) +ho 'be (somebody's)'. 

7. nib (sensory adjective) +ho 'be blue'. 

8. th'Jnda (sensory adjective)+ ho 'be cold'. 

9. keulare (locative)+ ho 'be (some where)'. 

10. kebe (temporal locative) +ho 'be (sometime)'. 

ll.p:xl:J ho 'be lying' 'placed'. 

12. t'7 ia - 'stand'. 

13. c ir - 'tear'. 

14. mar- 'kill'. 

l5.F1ut- 'blossom' 

16. ut17
- 'rise, ascend'. 

l7.p:xl- 'fall, 'fall off. 

18.phut- 'erupt'. 

19. har- 'lose, is defeated'. 
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20.sud1:Jr- 'reform improve'. 

21. h:Jli- 'move'. 

22. bxl:Jl- 'bend, turn'. 

23.ghur- 'revolve'. 

24. b:x/1
- 'sprout, grow' 

25. bhang- 'break'. 

26. b:Jh- 'flow'. 

27.kh:JS -'slide'. 

28. b11:Jr- 'fill'. 

29.p:Jh:Jnc- 'reach' 

30.jin - 'win' 

31. h:Jj - 'be lost, misplaced' 

32.jit- 'join'. 

33. b:Jnd- 'halt, stop'. 

34.d:Jr- 'be scared, afraid'. 

35. b11ul- 'forget'. 

36.[/ :Jb 'be rattled'. 

37.su~- 'dry (up)'. 

38. bud- 'drown, sink'. 

3 9. bistar - 'spread'. 

40. mil- 'be found' 

41. bh :xi 'prick'. 

42. ahatit:J 'be hurt'. 

43. b:Jnd ho- 'shut'. 

44.S:JJla ho- 'be clean'. 
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45. Suk11i ho- 'be happy'. 

46. ar:Jmb11 :J ho- 'start commence'. 

4 7. r :Jh - 'live; stay'. 

48. byaghat :J 'afflict'. 

49.pa- 'get, receive'. 

50. raji- 'accept, agree'. 

51. bu/- 'understand'. 

52. b11ab- 'think'. 

53.jan- 'know'. 

54. a- 'come'. 

55.Ja- 'go'. 

56. b:Js- 'sit'. 

57.so- 'sleep'. 

58. ui- 'get up'. 

59. k:Jh- 'speak'. 

60. h:Js- 'laugh'. 

61. daud- 'ran'. 

62. deg - 'jump'. 

63.p:Jr- 'swim'. 

· 64. ud- 'fly'. 

65. cal- 'walk'. 

66.gurund- 'creep'. 

67.pxar- 'ask'. 

68. dak- 'call'. -
69. nac- 'dance'. 

70. sikha- 'teach'. 
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71. de- 'give'. 

72. sun- 'hear'. 

73. del!'- 'see'. 

74. k"a- 'eat'. 

75. k:Jh- 'say'. 

76.p11ut- 'boil'. 

77. cihnn- 'recognise'. 

78. bxl'- 'increase'. 

79. k11ol- 'open'. 

80.sung- 'smell'. 

81 . cat!' - 'taste. 

82. tan- 'pull, stretch'. 

83. ughal - 'pull out, extract'. 

84.pxl'- 'read' 

85. t!'oj- 'search'. 

86. b:xi:Jl- 'change'. 

87. r:Jng- 'colour'. 

·88. kat- 'get cut'. 

89.g11unc- 'shift'. 

90.g11od- 'cover'. 

9l.j:Jl -'burn'. 

92.lek!' - 'write'. 

93. b:Jna- 'build'. 

94.rand'- 'cook'. 

95. bun- 'knit'. 

96. t11el- 'push'. 
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97. t:Jr:Jl- 'melt'. 

98. bh:Jr- 'load'. 

99. r:JI!'- 'place, keep'. 

I 00. bik - 'sell'. 

1 0 I. mang - 'beg/ask for'. 

I 02. kin- 'buy'. 

I 03. sahaJ)':J k:Jr- 'help'. 

104. gruna k:Jr- 'hate'. 

105. prem:J k:Jr- 'love'. 

106. khusi k:Jr - 'please'. 

107. g:Jb17ir:Jk:Jr- 'deepen'. 

108. k:Jr- 'do'. 

109. bisyasa k:Jr - 'trust'. 

110. s:Jndeh:J k:Jr- 'suspect' 

111. :Jnubh:Jb:Jk:Jr- 'feel'. 

112. p:Js:Jnd k:Jr- 'like'. 

113. :Jnus:Jndan:J k:Jr- 'inquire'. 

114. pr :Jtinga k:Jr - 'promise'. 

115. nisp:Jti k:Jr - 'decide' 

116. c11ad- 'give up'. 

117. ca- 'want'. 

118. drusy:J ho- 'become visible' 

119. c:Jla- 'drive'. 

120. keot"i + ho- 'be somewhere' (of immobile objects) 
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Appendix- 2 

Transcription and the phonemic inventory of Sanskrit 

We have used broad (phonemic) transcription for Sanskrit sentences 

and expressions, etc. We have adopted, for the purpose, the following 

phonemic inventory, set up by R.C. Kale, 1931: 

A. Vowels 

a a u u e a1 0 au 

3l 3IT ~ t \3" "G) 1:! ~ 3lT 3ft 

m h r 

3l 3l: ~ 

B. Consonants 

k kh g gh n 

~ ~ <"{ "E{ ~. 

c ch J jh n 

"if ~ 'II ~ 3l 

t th d dh n 

~ q ~ <it ur 
t th d dh n 

('{ ~ <\ q "i 
p ph b bh m 

-q tp "{{ ~ +=! ' 

y r I v 

~ X" C1 q 
' 

s s s h 

~ "9: ~ ~ 

ks tr Jn 

aT ?J ~ ' ' 
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Appendix- 3 

Transcription and the phonemic inventory of Oriya 

We have used broad (phonemic) transcription for Oriya sentences and 

expressions, etc. We have adopted, for the purpose, the following phonemic 

inventory, set up by Kloss and Me Connell 1989558. 

A. Vowels 

Unrounded Rounded 

High u 

Mid e 0 

Low a 

B. Consonants 

Bilab. Dent. Alveo. Retro. Pal. vel 

Stops p t t c k 

b d d J g 

ph th th ch kh 

bh dh dh jh gh 

Nasals m n n 

Laterals tapped 1 

Fricatives s r 

Semi-Vowels w y 
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